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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this study were to;

(1) provide a report on

the status of utilization of cable television (CATV) services by elemen
tary and secondary school systems in the United States,

(2) investigate

the prevailing practices and procedures of local instructional tele
vision (ITV) planning, developing, producing, distributing, and
evaluating, by employing the evaluative criteria established and value
rated by experts in the field; and (3) compare the value ratings given
by local practitioners of ITV production to those ratings given by the
experts.

The significant product of this study was an evaluative

instrument for local school administrators use in assessing their ITV
production and CATV utilization efforts.
One hundred sixty-five elementary and secondary educators were
asked to respond to the criteria.

Sixty-'six (40 percent) responded to

the informational portion regarding their CATV utilization, twenty-five
of which completed the criteria-based questionnaire.

Data were

collected, compiled, and reported in terms of frequencies and percent
ages.
Findings of the study included the following:

Educators

reported the most frequent use of CATV services was free CATV con
nections to schools.

Most school systems reporting were capable of

television production with their own equipment but cablecast little of
their ITV programming.
schools.

CATV operators were usually cooperative with

Forty-one of the fifty evaluative criteria were satisfied.

The criteria were valued by the local practitioners; however, local
vii

ratings were generally, lower than those of the experts.
The criteria least practiced were those of evaluation.

The

unattained criteria in the evaluation phase involved student assessment
of the ITV medium, pre-testing and post-testing of students, the
analysis of such tests to determine instructional effectiveness of
locally produced ITV materials, and the availability of test results
for teachers’ classroom applications.

Most locally produced ITV pro

gramming was for enrichment, rather than basic course content.
The CATV operator's educational access rules of use were
usually known prior to ITV production and provided for an "open"
channel only.

Commitments by schools and the CATV system were accepted

prior to local ITV production.
comment on programming.

Classroom teachers had opportunity for

Former educational cablecasters cited budget

cuts as reasons for terminating CATV distribution.
Based on the findings, the following conclusions seemed
warranted;
1.

Many educators have failed to realize the potential of
CATV for schools.

2.

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) educational
access channel requirements have not caused significant
local production.

3.

Those schools which have produced ITV materials for
CATV distribution appeared satisfied with their efforts.

4.

Local production of ITV materials for CATV distribution
utilized sound instructional design and production
techniques but practiced very little evaluation of
their programming.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Cable television is a relatively new communications medium in
American society.

This electronic innovation began as a community

antenna television distribution system in areas where normal off-theair television reception was poor or unattainable.

Cable television

has now grown into an extensive communications network and shows promise
of future expansion.
Cable television systems first began to appear in the early
1950's in Eastern and Western mountain areas.

Generally, these remote

rural communities or isolated mountain settlements received television
signals from sophisticated antennae mounted in high places or from
microwave relay systems.

These signals were then distributed to home

television receivers via coaxial cables.

Service was usually provided

by a private business to those subscribers willing to pay the fee.
As this communications medium grew in popularity and the
capacity of the coaxial cable was expanded by improved technology, the
movement shifted to larger urban areas where a cable television
operator might offer his subscribers twelve or more television channels
of conventional television viewing and improved video signals.
In April, 1966 the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
imposed a "freeze” on further cable television development in the top
100 television market areas (known as major TV markets) in the United
States.

During the next six years, hearings were held concerning the
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development of cable television in these major market areas.

Of

particular concern to the FCC was the question of what communication
services should be offered the public via cable television that the
public could not then receive over the conventional television medium.
The FCC freeze was lifted on February 3, 1972,

Within a month

a new set of regulations and certification procedures was announced
(FCC, 1972).

The local governing authority of a city or county was

given the power to determine which operator or owner of the cable tele
vision system would receive the local franchise, set the subscriber
rates for services, and, in the major television market areas, determine
if more than the FCC-mandated minimum of twenty channels of service
would be required.
The FCC stipulated that in the major television market areas
the cable television operator was to provide one educational access
channel (as one of three access channels), free of charge, to those
local educational authorities that would supply programming for that
channel.

Additional channels above the one mandated by the FCC would

be allowed with a "special showing" acceptable to the FCC before the
Certificate of Compliance would be issued allowing construction and
operation.
In the new set of regulations noted above, the FCC stated that
provision for the mandated educational access channel would be
reviewed after five years of operation to determine whether their use
should be continued.
by-franchise basis.

These reviews would be conducted on a franchiseIf these educational access channels were not

being utilized by the local educational authorities, the FCC regula
tions implied that the cable television operator might not be required

to continue to provide the channel free of charge.
Cable television has the capacity to deliver many channels of
television programming, some with specific audience appeal.

This

feature, combined with the fact that these channels are available at
little or no cost, should be of some concern to educators.

Educators

now have the capability to guarantee for the first time in history to
every parent and taxpayer that each child— whether at school or home—
can be exposed to a common amount of factual subject matter and course
content.

In addition, the best teaching efforts of the schools can be

made available to every student.

Furthermore, such presentations can

be made available to all interested parents and taxpayers for their
observation— a situation not heretofore possible.

However, at present,

few educational institutions appear to be utilizing this medium to any
significant extent (Jorgensen and Anderson, 1975).
Kerr calls this movement into electronic means of instruction
"the most significant revolution to affect education since the invention
of the printing press” (Neilan, 1973: 12H).

Considering the potential

of television as an instructional tool, and the availability of a high
quality distribution system for televised instruction, one can see the
importance of determining what techniques and practices are used to
create instructional programming for the largest number of schools,
the elementary and secondary schools of the United States.

Also impor

tant are the criteria or standards by which this programming is
created.

Such considerations should be an advantage to administrators

and educational planners who must facilitate the use of this modern
technology.

Dr. Clark Kerr has said that the " . . .

generally poor

quality of ’software,1 or lesson material, is one of the reasons we are

moving so slowly into the inevitable use of instructional technology"
(Neilan, 1973: 12H).

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the degree to which
the practices and procedures of selected elementary and secondary
schools involved in the preparation of instructional television (ITV)
materials for cable television (CATV) distribution satisfied evaluative
criteria agreed upon by a panel of experts.

Questions to be Answered
Based on the problem as stated, the following questions were
formulated to guide the study:
1.

What criteria were recognized by experts for planning,

developing, producing, distributing, and evaluating ITV materials
created by local elementary and secondary school personnel for cable
television distribution?
2.

What were the prevailing practices and procedures of

planning, developing, producing, distributing, and evaluating ITV
materials for cable television distribution?
3.

What value was given to these prevailing practices and pro

cedures (as judged by the evaluative criteria) by educators who had
produced ITV materials for cable television distribution?
4.

To what degree had local school systems which had created

ITV materials for cable television distribution satisfied the specified
criteria?
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DELIMITATIONS

The study was limited in the following manner:
1.

The population of the survey was limited to the one hundred

sixty-five elementary and secondary school educators who responded to a
survey by Jorgensen and Anderson in 1975.

Those educators stated that

their schools had presented video programming {not necessarily instruc
tional programming) to their local cable television operators for
cablecasting.
2.

Of the returned surveys, some educators responded to the

informational cover sheet only.

None of the respondents to the ques

tionnaire failed to respond to the informational cover sheet.

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

The purposes of this study were to:

(1) identify a new set of

evaluative criteria to guide educators in planning, developing, pro
ducing, distributing, and evaluating local ITV programming for cable
television distribution;

(2) determine current ITV programming practices

and procedures in the nation1s elementary and secondary schools based
on a recognized set of evaluative criteria;

(3) determine the value of

these current practices and procedures in light of the evaluative cri
teria suggested by those educational cablecasters who had produced ITV
materials; and (4) ascertain the degree to which those school systems
cablecasting locally produced ITV materials had met the recognized
evaluative criteria.

6
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The results of this study should primarily benefit school
administrators and supervisors as an aid to:

(1) establish a set of

practical and procedural guidelines to assist school administrators and
supervisors who are responsible for ITV creative projects;

(2) compare

their own ITV production practices and procedures with a national
sample;

{3) assess their own local ITV production practices and proce

dures, as well as local attitudes toward such production; and (4)
determine how well their local ITV creative efforts meet the recognized
evaluative criteria.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms are defined as they were used in this study:

Cable Television (CATV) System - A cable television (CATV) system is a
system for distributing audiovisual information via coaxial cable.

It

includes signal receiving, amplifying, and controlling and signal
origination equipment.

The system is used under franchise granted by a

local governmental body {Carpenter, 1975).

Cablecasting - Cablecasting is a term to describe the sending of a
video signal to designated television sets via coaxial cable.

This is

a closed-circuit transmission over a cable television system rather
than an over-the-air broadcast from a conventional television station
(Owens, 1973).

Coaxial Cable - A coaxial cable is the most commonly used means of
signal transportation for cable television, consisting of a cylindrical

outer conductor surrounding a central conductor {Carpenter, 1973).

Educational Access Channel - The educational access channel is the FCCmandated channel (in a top 100 television market area) furnished free
of charge by the cable television operator to any educational authority
wishing to have video material cablecast.

For purposes of this study,

this term shall apply to any channel time granted by the CATV operator
to schools.

Educational Television (ETV) - Educational television is all non
commercial television intended for general use.

The term includes

public affairs, cultural, educational, entertainment, or other pro
gramming.

The medium of broadcast television is generally used

(Carpenter, 1973).

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) - The Federal Communications
Commission of the United States is the governmental agency which
regulates radio, television, and other electronic broadcast media as
well as cable television.

Film Chain - A film chain is a device for showing sound motion pictures
on TV (Carpenter, 1973)-

This device, also called a telecine or a

multiplexer, may be used to convert 35mm slides or Super 8mm film into
a television signal for transmission or recording.

Head-end - The head-end of a CATV system is the electronic equipment
located at the start of a cable television system, usually including
antennae, preamplifiers, frequency converters, demodulators, and related
equipment (Carpenter, 1973).

Instructional Television (ITV) - Instructional television is television
programming that has as its purpose the production, origination, and
distribution of instructional content " . . .

for people to learn."

It

is closely related to the work of organized formal educational agencies
(Carpenter, 1973: 50).

Local Sducational Cablecaster or Local Practitioner - The terms local
educational cablecasters or practitioners are used in this study to
refer to those elementary and secondary school personnel who have
actually produced ITV programming for cable television distribution.

A

respondent who answered the questionnaire was designated an educational
cablecaster or practitioner with the term "local" being written or
implied.

Local Production - Local production refers to the creation, distri
bution, and evaluation of television programming by a local school
system (Owens, 1973).

PROCEDURES

To guide this study, a panel of experts was chosen to assist in
the development of fifty evaluative criteria for the assessment of
local elementary and secondary school ITV production efforts.

The cri

teria, in a question format, were mailed to one hundred sixty-five
educators known to have produced video materials for CATV distribution.
The responses to the questionnaire items were tabulated by frequency
and percentage of practice.

The value ratings assigned by the

respondents to each criterion were tabulated to achieve a national
standard, and each was compared to the weighted value rating assigned

by the panel of experts.

Based on these results, conclusions were

drawn and recommendations were made.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

The remainder of the report of this study is organized into
four additional chapters.

Chapter 2 is entitled "Review of Related

Literature"; Chapter 3, "Procedures of the Study"; Chapter 4, "Analysis
and Presentation of Data"; and Chapter 5, "Summary, Significant
Findings, and Recommendations."

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In the process of reviewing the literature related to the study,
it was necessary to examine certain publications which appeared prior
to February 12, 1972.

On this date the FCC issued the "Cable

Television Service:Cable Television Relay Service (Report and Order,"
known throughout the CATV industry as the "Report and Order" (Federal
Register, 1972).

The "Report and Order" was the topic of most litera

ture regarding the relationship of education in general to the cable
television industry, particularly in the larger urban areas.

However,

it was also necessary to search for articles and volumes which applied
to the elementary andsecondary school use of cable television.

In

regard to the instructional television aspect of this study, most
literature dealt in generalities in the use and programming of the
educational access channel.

Limited information was available as to

techniques of local video production, and it was necessary to incorpo
rate that which applied to this study regarding media preparation and
production in terms of school administrators' terminology.

The

emergence of low cost, one camera, color-capable portable recording
equipment and the techniques of the local commercial television
station's news departments could add an entirely new dimension to local
video production by schools.

These electronic news gathering (ENG)

procedures have been developed in recent years.
Much of the literature accumulated had information which was
10
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convertible into criteria as well as into the terminology of school
administrators.

Since these references were the basis for the criteria

developed and the survey reported in Chapter 4 of this dissertation,
they will be cited in the last section of this chapter.

GENERAL INFORMATION

During the six-year curtailment of development and expansion of
cable television systems, the Federal Communications Commission held
extensive hearings regarding the minimum requirements for cable tele
vision systems to operate within the top 100 TV market areas.

One

agency which appeared before the FCC was the National Education
Association, which made a series of recommendations regarding the size
{channel capacity) and the number of channels to be reserved for
educational use (Becker, 1973).

The FCC felt that these requests from

a private business could be harmful to their development if the schools
could not contribute to the "public good."

The FCC was interested in

experimentation with the medium and the development of programming
which would take some time to implement.

It was also felt that some

operational and organizational changes would probably be necessary to
stimulate the use of the cable as an effective educational tool.
In the hearings, another commission summarized its views toward
educational uses of cable television by the following statement:
It may not be a question of what cable television can
add to the formal educational process, but as the broader
question of how the entire process changes when a powerful
new tool ^f communications is added. It might be well
that, in light of the new tool, every major aspect of the
system requires significant change (The Sloan Commission
on Cable Television, 1971: 108).
In July, 1971, the editor of Educational Television chided
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educators on their requests for multiple channels:

up to 20 percent of

the cable television system's capacity, free of charge and a reser
vation of these channels until school systems could produce the
programming.

The editor further stated that educators should "make

sound plans for the use of the channel(s)" {Toepfer, 1971: 4) should
the channels be granted.
tunity.

If not, they stood to lose a great oppor

Toepfer mentioned that TV educators who wish to utilize the

CATV system should develop plans for use, show reasonable predicta
bility of implementation and begin to develop programming.

He felt

that "TV educators should strengthen their trump suit before bidding
for CATV channel space (Toepfer, 1971: 4)."

His comments were not all

together critical since he recognized that the CATV operator would
appreciate the programming.

With quality instructional programming

which would obviously have a use in every household, the operator would
have a greater demand for his service and would appeal to more sub
scribers (Toepfer, 1971).
The FCC rules were announced February 12, 1972 as follows:
’’Each system, located in part or in whole, within a major market area
shall maintain one specially designated channel for use by the local
educational authorities" (Federal Register, 1972: 3289).

This desig

nation recognized that local educational needs were not completely met
by broadcast educational television (ETV) stations.

The FCC also

required the CATV company to carry the signals of the "approximate" or
closest ETV station.

With this designation, local educational

authorities were given the opportunity to serve the local educational
needs of their community (Cable Television Information Center, 1974).
In another paragraph, the "Report and Order” stated:
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The use of the educational channel will be without
charge from the time subscriber service is inaugurated
until five years after the cable system's basic trunk
line. After this developmental period— designated to
encourage innovation in the educational uses of cable
television— we will be in a more informed position to
determine in consultation with state and local authori
ties, whether to expand or curtail the free use of
channels for such purposes or to continue the develop
mental period (Federal Register, 1972: 3270).
In viewing the "Report and Order," the Cable Television
Information Center of the Urban Institute observed:
It is impossible at this writing to predict with
certainty which options the FCC will choose. Suffice
it to say that those channels which are used fully,
innovatively, and with measurable educational benefits
will be the systems most likely to retain or expand the
free facilities (Cable Television Information Center,
1974).
The FCC regulations contain another statement regarding channel
management.

The rules state:

"...

[E]xcept on specific authori

zation, no local entity (other than the cable system) shall prescribe
any other rules concerning the number and manner of operation of access
channels" (Federal Register, 1972: 3289).

These operating rules, or

"rules of use'1 as they were identified in the survey conducted, are
those rules that govern the medium through which programming is
presented, how time is scheduled, and various other administrative
matters.

The compiling of these rules is the responsibility of the

cable system operator.

These rules "shall be filed with the Commission

within 90 days after the system first activates such channels and shall
be available for public inspection at the system's offices" (Federal
Register, 1972: 3289).

Therefore, these rules should be available to

any educational authority who might wish to use the educational access
channel.
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The FCC did preclude the cable operator from exercising any
censorship over any programming content presented by the educational
authorities {Federal Register, 1972: 3289).

However, this does not

give complete license to school systems since they are not allowed to
sell advertising of commercial products or political candidates.

They

are also not permitted to dispense lottery information or cablecast
obscene or indecent matter (Federal Register, 1972: 3289).
In addition, educational access channels do not have to meet
the more stringent broadcast signal quality standards which are still
in effect on the re-transmission of the commercial broadcast signals.
This relief allows school systems to use whatever equipment they might
have to produce their own programming.

The FCC recognized the need for

the public and schools to have an inexpensive means of TV productions.
The commission recognized that the portable one-half inch, black and
white camera and recording systems did not meet the technical broad
cast standards, but did allow these formats to be used for access
channel cablecasting (Federal Register, 1972: 3271-2).
The FCC made one concession that could somewhat satisfy the
National Education Association's request for many channels reserved for
educational uses.

Whenever an access channel is occupied for 80 per

cent of any three-hour time period for a period of six weeks ("N"), the
operator must make another channel available (+1) for that access use.
This is known as the N + 1 factor for access channels.

Thus, if

educators are using the educational access channel and need more
channel space, then the CATV operator must make such channel space
available in the top 100 television market areas.

If the channel space

if going unused, then there is no obligation to provide more space

(Federal Register, 1972: 3270),
Insofar as FCC regulations were involved, the concern of educa
tional authorities appears to be the expansion of the cable system's
capacity as it applies to additional access channels.

Clearly, if

educators are not fully utilizing their channels, they have no need for
additional capacity.

It is both unreasonable and contrary to FCC

regulations that cable operators add extra channels reserved for a time
when they might be used.

However, if the need arises and the utili

zation warrants it, the extra capacity may be desirable (Cable
Television Information Center, 1974).
Many local school systems now have delivery or distribution
systems.

This capability applies to the top 100 TV market areas for a

developmental period of five years.

In stating its position, the

National Education Association recognized that ". . . this is a whole
new technology and that much remains to be known about its utilization
in the educational process.

This regulatory picture is ever evolving"

(Becker, 1973: 3).
Clark Kerr of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education had
some interesting observations as to the general subject of educational
technology, the electronic media, and particularly instructional tele
vision.

He said, "The new technology is so powerful, it can't miss,

and the sooner it arrives the better" (Neilan, 1973: 12H).

In the

Carnegie report of 1973, the electronic media was identified as "the
Fourth Revolution."

In its consideration of education, the Commission

considered the previous "revolutions" as (1) education institu
tionalised as instruction and shifting from the home to the school,
(2) the written word institutionalized as the tool of instruction, and
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(3)

the invention of the printing press which allowed the mass dis

tribution of the written word.

Kerr said that the use of such

electronic media should free the professors to deal more directly and
on a more personal basis with their students.

The result would be a

more humanizing effect on the process of education (Neilan, 1973).
It was necessary to review literature in the area of instruc
tional television (ITV) and other programmed media to develop criteria
for such programming.

The study of Chu and Schramm in 1967 provides a

compilation of research studies which had been conducted in the area
of instructional television.

Most of the research reported dealt

with

experimental studies which-were compiled and reported by the authors.
Their findings which apply to this study are reported below:
1.

Children are able to learn from instructional tele
vision.

2.

ITV seems more effective in elementary and high schools
than in institutions of higher education.

3.

ITV can be successfully employed in teaching any sub
ject matter involving one-way communication.

4.

ITV works best in a "suii able context" where classroom
activities accompany its use.

5.

Good planning and organization are necessary for the
successful use of ITV.

6.

Evidence does not suggest that any particular sort
of TV production techniques produce better learning
than any other; the clarity and continuity of visual
materials appear relevant to learning.

7.

A pause for rest at strategic times and repeated
showings of TV lessons probably help learning. How
ever, live teacher follow-up is preferable to repeated
showings of the same video lesson.

8.

Elementary school children like ITV more than do high
school and college students; administrators like ITV
more than teachers do.
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9.

Specific advantages of color TV have yet to be
determined.

10.

In teaching skills, a subjective (or "viewer")
orientation seems to work better than an objective
(or "show and tell") approach.

11.

No evidence exists that so-called "eye-to-eye"
contacts between TV teacher and students have any
[negative] effect on learning (Chu and Schramm,
1967: 20-88).
In another compilation of research, which was commissioned by

the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1967, abstracts
were compiled from 350 research studies conducted in the previous
seventeen years.

Several of these studies were important in identify

ing elements of planning, continuity, visual reinforcement, team
approach (educators and media technicians combined), and evaluative
factors of the television medium.

The study revealed that the

techniques of programmed learning are readily adaptable to ITV pro
grams.

These included short problems for the student to solve,

followed immediately by knowledge of the results.

This arrangement

provided for active audience participation with immediate reinforce
ment.

It also provided an excellent way to work repetition into the

television program (Reid and MacLennan, 1967).
Reid and MacLennan identified a sound approach for creating
ITV programming.

Called "empirical course development," the process

involved:
1.

Defining course and lesson objectives in terms of
detailed descriptions of the desired terminal
behavior of students.

2.

Building, testing, and refining adequate measures
of student performance.

3.

Selecting content and presentation methods which
appear to be appropriate to the stated objectives,
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and recording these on video tape.
4.

Exposing students to the televised course and
administering the criterion test or tests.

5.

On the basis of an analysis of test performances
and on the basis of interviews with students,
making modifications in the original lessons and
recording revised versions.

6.

And finally, comparing the effects of the
original version and the revised version on the
performances of students randomly assigned to
the two treatment groups (Reid and MacLennan,
1967: 14-15).
Comstock reported that more recent research on children and

television shows that the television experience is an individual one.
In watching television, everyone internalizes what is viewed.

He

argued that television could be better understood in terms of what the
child brings to television, rather than what television does to the
child.

Comstock said, "The point was not that television has no effect,

but the effect is often contingent on characteristics of the young
viewer" (1977: 18).

Research shows that there are definite learning

patterns related to sex, age, ethnicity, and socio-economic status.
The research also shows that television is used for information
not otherwise available.

Children prefer programs with characters

their own age or similar to them in other ways.

The research also

shows that the role of television and other mass media changes with
"growing up."

Viewing increases through elementary school years, then

decreases through high school and college years.

While this research

was directed at television and young viewers generally, there are some
implications for school systems which are likely to produce their own
ITV programming (Comstock, 1977).
Bretz (1976) summarized some research on the importance of
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color television viewing by students and concluded that there were a
few areas in which color would make a significant difference.

He cited

the color differences in rivers and roads in a map skills course and
any other where color is significant for the identification of the sub
ject matter content.

He also cited the contribution of color on

affective objectives and indicated that color television in instruction
had not been adequately investigated.
With the emergence of inexpensive/ portable TV cameras and
videotape recorders, the video medium has become a people's art, just
as the Super 8mm film camera moved the motion picture from the pro
fessional studio into the layman's hands.

With the leased channels,

public access and educational access channels available on cable tele
vision, local production is beginning to involve many non-professionals
in the television medium who are creating both live and taped video
programming.

Bretz (1976) asked why educational authorities cannot

utilize the creative teaching talent available within their schools to
produce video programming of educational value.
Bretz (1976) said that the objective of the school system
falls into the internal communications category.

The cable television

system is an informational system which generally will interconnect all
schools and is available for the improvement, in one way or another,
of the educational system itself.

Bretz spoke here of both

instruction, administrative bulletins, and the communications needs
among schools and the teachers and students of different schools.
In some cases there will be promotional objectives such as tax
propositions, budgets, and general public information which do not
fall within the limits of internal communications.

It is the hope of
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some school administrators that there will be some viewing of internal
communications by the general public at home and that parents and
others can gain some understanding of what goes on in the schools
(Bretz, 1976).
Internal communications might also extend to individual stu
dents at home.

These students can be most easily reached at home via

cable television if they are among the 10 percent of the pupils who are
temporarily homebound on any one day or homebound for a longer period
by illness or other disability (Bretz, 1976).
The medium of CATV can provide services to education that
cannot usually be offered— a capacity it shares in large with the
motion picture medium.

This unique capability, said Bretz, is

"bringing the world into the classroom" (1976: 12).

Cable television

can make it possible to share resources among schools, particularly in
same basic ingredients of lessons.

This delivery system has the

potential of raising the average quality of education (Bretz, 1976).
Finally, Bretz (1976) concluded that the use of television via
CATV can create opportunities for redeployment of a school system's
resources which, in many instances, would reduce the per-pupil cost of
education without lowering its quality.

The most common use of tele

vision is to supplement or enrich the classroom teacher's lesson.
Used in this manner, it is similar to the use of classroom films but
far less extensive.
It was learned that several local school systems supported
local ETV stations which fill most of their "in school" hours with ITV
programming.

In addition, a number of school systems have activated a

second ETV channel strictly for in-school broadcasting because one
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channel was inadequate to meet the demands placed on it.

These trans

missions may originate as "live” telecasts, broadcast recordings, or
the transmission of educational and instructional film (Carpenter,
1973).
Bretz stated that "some broadcast programs and probably most
TV programming that is produced by a single school system and
distributed to its schools using its own closed-circuit means is
basically the curriculum rather than supplementary material"

(1976: 12).

In this manner, he says, "the student first makes contact with a new
topic by television to be supplemented in various ways by the classroom
teachers"

(1976: 12).

In elementary education, where all teachers in a given grade
teach all subjects, the activities of the day may be adjusted to the
television schedule.

In secondary education, however, where the

schools operate on a departmental plan, such scheduling is not possible
and the use of television becomes much more difficult.

This inflexi

bility dictates the use of videotape recorders or videocassette
recorder/players, which offer the teachers the flexibility and freedom
to choose the material for the class and also schedule the delivery of
the material to accommodate the teacher's lesson plans (Bretz, 1976).
What has been said about television and the applications for
education, outside the statements regarding closed-circuit TV systems,
applies equally to broadcast and cable television.

In what new or

unique ways can cable television be used in education?
Cable television has the potential for making more channels
available to education than could ever be hoped for in the broadcast
(signal frequency) spectrum.

While the FCC mandates that one channel

be made available for educational uses in the top 100 TV market areas,
many CATV operators offer the same free channel for school use to the
educational authorities in areas where the channel is not required.
CATV operators generally agree to connect all schools within the CATV
service area and in reasonable proximity to the cable system as a
condition of the franchise {Bretz, 1976).

This service allows the

school system to save the cost of an antenna to receive the off-the-air
ETV signal and allows the schools to receive the local educational
access channel to complete their network (Cable Television Information
Center, 1974).

Some operators have given or lent production equipment

to the schools and have otherwise assisted schools in producing their
own programming (Cunningham, 1975) .
Carpenter stated that "CATV's effectiveness in education can
only be assured if people involved strive to see that it is utilized"
(1973: 29) .

She recommended that a shift in budget emphasis occur in

which (1) schools conduct concurrent instructional activities that
integrate TV programming into the school curriculum,

(2) teacher and

student monitors determine the effectiveness of the televised pro
gramming,

(3) facilities for the distribution of the TV programming be

established and maintained, and (4) programs to the intended audience
be publicized (Carpenter, 1973: 29).
Carpenter (1973) condensed three major concerns in regard to
the creation of ITV programming by local school systems.

These were

that utilization activities should be planned systematically from the
outset; that the needs, interests, and wishes of the intended audience
be determined as definitively as possible; and that the intended
audience should be consulted from the beginning and throughout the life

of the program.
Carpenter (1973) also reported that cable television operators
granted preferential treatment to local educational authorities in a
number of ways.

This survey showed that 70 percent of the respondent

cable television operators gave a free connection or "drop" to schools
and 90 percent charged no monthly fee for the school drop.

The report

further stated that 25 percent of the CATV operators made their studio
facilities available to the schools.

Of these, 75 percent did not

charge the schools for this service.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

Each evaluative criterion utilized in this study was derived
from relevant literature.

For the remainder of this chapter, the

review of literature has been organized to coincide with the following
fifty criteria:

Planning and Development Phases

Criterion 1 .

Local educators identify a need to create instructional

television material.
For locally produced and locally utilized ITV to be effective,
the need must be realized by those teachers who are to use the
finished product (Bretz, 1976).

Carpenter (1973) agreed with this

premise and indicated that meeting local needs is the greatest
advantage for local school systems utilizing the local CATV system’s
educational access channel.
Armsey and Dahl (1973), as well as Robert B. Jones (1976),
regarded the identification of a need to produce a "thing of learning"
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by those who feel the need as the one greatest asset to any ITV pro
duction,

Armsey and Dahl (1973) felt that teachers who use such

highly budgeted productions as "Sesame Street" obviously feel that
certain programming can deliver needed messages or information better
or more efficiently than they can.

Otherwise, they would not offer

such programming to their students.
Cunningham's research (1975) confirmed that most ideas for
local ITV productions came from local teachers.

In Cavert's publi

cation (1974), this identification of need was a prerequisite to any
mediated instruction.

In the Kodak publication on film making (1971),

identification of need was the critical initial step in producing an
instructional film.

Certainly, the same would hold true of the video

medium which would have local applications.

Criterion 2 .

Methods and means (other than ITV) are analyzed to

determine existing instructional adequacy.
Jones (1976), as well as Bretz (1976), McEwen (1977), and
Armsey and Dahl (1973), felt that there were many good techniques
available for delivery of an instructional package, of which television
was just one.

All felt that the other media should be investigated,

since the production of ITV programming is one of the more expensive
formats.
Bretz (1976) made the recurring comment that the available and
"free" distribution medium of the local cable television system might
offset the cost of production.

Carpenter (1973) cited traditional

classroom use of films, filmstrips, and recordings as factors which
cause a resistance to newer technology.

She did not consider other
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formats.

She was primarily concerned with the ITV and other educa

tional uses of cable television.

Criterion 3 .

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine

the target population.
Cavert (1974) devoted an entire chapter of his book to
"direction.”

He felt that a correct identification of the target

audience was essential.

Jones suggested that the scriptwriter ”. . .

find out as much as possible about the entry level of the students"
(1976: 15).
The Kodak publication (1971) referred to an audience analysis,
while Bretz reported that the Canadian cable television local pro
duction efforts included audience research along with program research
(1976: 105).

McEwen (1977) related the efforts of target audience

research when KECT-TV in St. Louis produced the puppet series, "The
Letter People."

Criterion 4 .

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine

the specific characteristics of the target (student) audience.
Cavert (1974) was most explicit in his approach to the specific
characteristics of the target audience.

He considered social, imposed,

and natural characteristics of the target population.

In addition, he

referred to characteristics of the target population as influenced by
culture, society, and academic environment.

Age and interest factors

were mentioned in the Kodak publication (1971).

Jones (1976) mentioned

characteristics of the target audience as fundamental knowledge for
the ITV scriptwriter.

Comstock, citing more recent research said,

". . . [T]he television experience is an individual one . . . [with]
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definite patterns related to sex, age, ethnicity, and socio-economic
status" (1977: IB).

Criterion 5.

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine

the learner's needs based on generally acquired competencies.
Learners' needs based on generally acquired competencies were
a vital part of Cavert's "directions strategy" (1974).

This definition

of needs dictated the instruction required to fill these needs and
often the strategies and methodology required to accomplish those
goals.

Jones (1976) felt the need to assess entry behavior or knowl

edge previously acquired as necessary for good script writing.
Academic ability, knowledge, and experience levels were important
elements in Jones' premise.
Comstock (1977), McEwen (1977), and Bretz (1976), as well as
several Kodak publications (1971 and 1976) , made reference to the
entry level skills of the target population.

Learners' needs based on

social skills were finally determined after "trial and error" in the
East Chicago, Indiana Multi-Cultural Project,

With the goals both

academic and behavioral, the learner's behavior and social skills were
established, giving a successful direction to the revised programming
(Sfura: 1977).

Criterion 6 .

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine

the specific learning expectations (exit skills) to be acquired from
the ITV presentation(s) or series.
Cavert (1974) called these goals psychomotor, cognitive, and
affective, with performance levels identified and the goals classified.
These classifications led to and subsequently determined the
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categories of instruction.

Jones (1976) identified Criterion 6 as

necessary for a "starting point" for subsequent learning.

Armsey and

Dahl (1973), Sfura (1977), Seldik (1976), Evans (1976), and two Kodak
publications (1971 and 1976) made reference to a definition of learning
expectations or exit skills as necessary to produce successful ITV
programs.

Criterion 7.

To accomplish the locally defined instructional objec

tives, an analysis is made of the type, amount, methodology, etc.,
required.
Cavert (1974) considered this area of strategy as very impor- tant.

The choice of a direct experience approach, a course-of-study

guidelines approach, an enriched resource approach, or a variety of
other operational approaches must be made to give the mediated
instruction substance.
Jones (1976) considered the degree of humor, motor skills, and
the degree of technical difficulty, as well as time for thinking, note
taking, and student responses essential to scriptwriters for ITV
productions.
Bretz (1976) considered this point a matter of formats:

from

interview to dramatization to a simulation without a conclusion.

This

latter type would purposely be left open-ended to promote classroom
discussion.
Reid and MacLennan cited a step in the ITV process as
"selecting content and presentation methods which appear appropriate to
the stated objective . .

(1967: 15).

Seldik called this step

"Design the System," which included development of "instructional,
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behavioral and media strategies and performance aids that will facili
tate, monitor, and control the trainee's desired performance"
(1976: 21).

Criterion 8 .

Distribution forms other than CATV are considered.

Seldik (1976) offered the selection of a delivery system as a
step for using television for training.

His applications were intended

for training in business and industry which would use only a closedcircuit or video player delivery system.

Armsey and Dahl (1973) simply

stated the capability of CATV delivery and offered some exciting "blue
sky" prospectives for the future.

Bretz (1976) and Carpenter (1973)

both considered cable television and its educational access channel the
only available delivery system.

Jones (1976) and Reid and MacLennan

(1967) identified the selection of a delivery system as a planning
function.
Cunningham (1975) reported that 50 percent of the projects
surveyed in his study began with their CATV school collaboration
between 1972 and 1974.

Also, most ITV projects did not exist prior to

the association of a school system with a CATV company.

Criterion 9.

Local teachers and/or instructional supervisors are

included on the team to create and produce the instructional tele
lessons.
In Cunningham's survey (1975), an average of three persons were
employed by the schools for local ITV projects.
generated by teachers themselves.

Most projects were

Reid and MacLennan (1967) stated

that the best results had been obtained when there had been a team
approach.

Knight (1976) felt that the team concept of instructional
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development was basic to the entire development process.

Teachers and

other potential users of "The Letter People" were involved in the
planning and instructional design phases of that production (McEwen,
1977).
Lazarus indicated that a
" . . . marriage must be made regarding the teacher's role
in television production and the television professional's
role in ITV teaching . . . [with each] talking the other
professional's language and understanding what was said
and meant" (1977: 32).
Armsey and Dahl (1973) indicated that teachers and teaching
professionals played a vital role in the development of "soft ware" for
use with the developing instructional technology.

Although limited to

one-way communication, the development of the ITV programming calls for
teaching skills and knowledge rather than television and electronic
skills best left to others.

Criterion 10.

Media (TV) specialists are included on the team to

create and produce the ITV materials.
All references related to Criterion 9 held that such persons
were necessary to ITV programming.

Recommendations from these sources

were felt to be essential in explaining to educators the capabilities
as well as the limitations of the medium, what procedures could best be
delivered by the medium of television, and how to transmit the best
visual effects to the viewer.

Criterion 11.

The on-camera TV teacher is included as a part of the

team creating the ITV programming.
The studio teacher, as termed by Bretz (1976), was an important
element in the delivery of the content through the camera to the
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student.

Bretz also felt that this person would have an identity which

would have a positive effect as an ITV utilization person when visiting
classrooms and receiving comments from teachers and students.

Assuming

that this person were a trained classroom teacher and not an actor or
performer, Bretz felt that training would be difficult (1976).
Lazarus (1977) recognized the importance of the on-camera
teacher as did Armsey and Dahl (1973).

Knight (1976) was not as con

cerned with the television teacher as such.

He was more concerned with

that person functioning as a part of the team.
As early as 1967 it was recognized that the effectiveness of
television teacher/actor-delivered material was highly dependent on the
ability of the person to convey the message (Reid and MacLennan, 1967).
McEwen (1977) related that classroom teachers were used in "The Letter
People," but that professional puppeteers and actors were employed for
that production for local delivery.

Criterion 12.

Instructional goals are formulated for the subject

matter content.
Cavert (1974) went into lengthy detail regarding instructional
objectives.

When dealing with content of a program, he dealt with both

academic and operational objectives-

He was certain that these could

be divided further into more specific and measurable objectives.
Jones felt that general instructional goals were essential for
writing a successful ITV script.

"What you are going to teach or have

the student accomplish" was critical to the scriptwriter’s task (1976:
15).
Reid and MacLennan (1967) also considered the formulation of
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goals to be important.

Comstock's (1977) most recent review of ITV

research agreed with this criterion, as did Lazarus (1977).
One filmmaker considered instructional goals in light of the
question, "what do we want this student or these students to do that
they couldn't do before seeing this film?"

(Evans, 1976; 23).

Obviously, such instructional goals should apply to any ITV production.

Criterion 13.

Scope and sequence development of the specific subject

matter content is established for an ITV series.
Jones says,
"While students somehow muddle through the most ineffi
cient learning presentation and sometimes combine
different facts into a logical whole, it is much better
to consider the material and organize the learning
objectives into a logical sequence for more efficient
learning" (1976: 16).
Cavert (1974) refers to this caveat as a performance sequence
which assumed that subsequent learning objectives were dependent upon
having attained or learned the skills or content of previous units.
These comments were identical to the instructional design of Dr. Peter
Essef and Dr. Mary Essef (1977) of Educational Systems of the Future,
Inc.
Reid and MacLennan (1967) also indicated this procedure as
essential to the techniques of programmed learning.

One Kodak publi

cation (1971) made a specific point of a logical scope and sequence.
All of the writers, while considering instructional design, generally
referred to an order or a pacing of the information presented, and none
used the pedagogical term scope and sequence.
Evans (1976) offered an "Advance Organizer" which outlined the
sequence of presentations of content material as a part of the film
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itself or in a teacher's guide.

Certainly this outline of delivery

was useful in ITV production.

Criterion 14.

Instructional sub-goals (task analysis) are established

for units or sub-units to organize subject matter into tele-lessons or
tele-lesson segments.
Jones (1976) felt that such organization was necessary for the
scriptwriter to perform his function.

Programmed learning or programmed

instruction required the detail of such measurable sub-goals as a key
factor (Reid and MacLennan, 1967}.

The Essefs (1977) were concerned

with the most minute measurable detail:

a skill or a body of knowl

edge, as was Seldik (1976), who called for detailed performance
objectives,

Seldik was also concerned about performance standards or

proficiency levels as well as the operating conditions under which a
skill would be performed.

Bretz (1976) alluded to such a practice.

Cavert (1974) also incorporated task analysis simply as objectives in
his mediated instructional design.

Criterion 15.

Behavioral objectives (if any) are established for inclu

sion in individual tele-lessons.
Since behavioral learnings were supplementary to basic course
content, the recommended procedures for supplementary ITV programs
applied.

Most locally produced ITV programming was of the supplementary

type (Bretz, 1976).

Evans (1976) considered affective learning to have

a particular format, with appropriate objectives and usually in a
single presentation, as contrasted with cognitive or psychomotor
learning.

Jones (1976) also considered behavioral objectives as being

given different consideration and treatment by a scriptwriter.
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Comstock's (1977) review of television research delved thor
oughly into children's learning from the medium.

Most of the research

involved behavioral learnings of children and the effect on them of
television violence.

In the same publication was an article by Johnson

(1977)/ "No Lesson Plan:

The Problem with Commercial Television," in

which the writer cited a lack of social responsibility to young viewers
by commercial writers and networks.
Cavert (1974) also considered the treatment of behavioral
objectives as different from content, affective or performance objec
tives.

Lazarus (1977) and Sfura (1977) reached similar conclusions.

Expert panelist Clayton (1976) was explicit in a recommendation to have
behavioral objectives written for individual ITV presentations.

Criterion 16.

In writing specific objectives (instructional goals),

all performance levels are established in order and sequence of ITV
tele-lessons to be presented.
All references cited for Criteria 12, 13 and 14 were valid as
references for this criterion.

Criterion 17.

In script writing, specific objectives are used to

develop each ITV presentation.
Jones' article (1976), "How to Write Successful ITV Scripts,"
considered this subject in detail.

Eanet and Toth (1976) described the

objectives and techniques used to attain the goals of their junior high
school science series.

Although scripts were not often written in

detail, they were outlined in much the same fashion as a teacher's
lesson plan.

Seldik (1976) considered the script as "prototype

material" to be developed along with workbooks and other printed
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materials.

He felt that this procedure would help the instructional

designer follow the specific instructional objectives more closely and
develop the desired tasks or performance goals in the proper sequence.
One Kodak publication (1971) recommended designing the film
script— developed from objectives— in a storyboard-on-cards format.
Evans (1976) devoted a chapter of his book to scripts and storyboards
wherein he described a "tight script" as one which adheres closely to
the stated objectives.

These film applications could be used in ITV

production.
Bretz (1976) suggested that for local educational productions
(among other CATV access applications) word-for-word scripts need not
and should not be attempted.

He preferred cue cards or an outline

script to assure that the on-camera person would not omit any planned
content.

Criterion 18.

Repetition of the information presented in each tele

lesson is adequate to insure maximum mastery or retention.
Some debate exists over the value of repetition for mastery
and/or retention in an effective visual medium.

Miller (1974)

suggested that a student could "control a repetition" once he had
mastered the subject matter.

Such a procedure is necessary because of

the rapid presentation of the television medium.
Eanet and Toth (1976) have repetition in the video presentation.
They also consider "written and role-practical exams" as a planned part
of the repetition and reinforcement of their locally produced science
ITV series.

Also the techniques of programmed learning allow for a

degree of repetition.

When a question was asked following an
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informational presentation, a pause for the student's internal reflec
tion was considered a form of repetition (Reid and MacLennan, 1967).
Jones stated, "An important item is usually covered at least
three times during a program— once or preferably twice during the
course of the program; once in a sub-review; and again in the final
review or summary" (1976: 17).
for response-"

Cavert treats repetition as "display

This display included "feedback loops" for internal

conceptualization of the information (1974: 244) .

Also, Bretz (1976)

mentioned repetition as a type of learner activity similar to the
programmed learning techniques previously mentioned.
To prevent monotony, the film can contain repeated segments,
slow motion replay, photography from different corner angles, repeated
examples shown in a different setting or circumstances, and visual or
audio cues (Evans, 1976) .
vision or film productions.

These same techniques apply equally to tele
McEwen (1977) also cited repetition in

"The Letter People" production as a critical element for primary grade
students.

Criterion 19.

The primary purpose of CATV distributed ITV programming

is basic (course content) instruction.
Since half of all ITV programming is supplementary and offers a
more general display of information (Mettler, 1976) , this criterion had
to be biased toward one format or the other.

Since cable television is

a local communication service and much of the supplementary material is
available in educational television stations, the existing closedcircuit television systems of local school systems should carry ITV
programming basic to their curriculums (Brets, 1976).
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Production and Distribution Phases

Criterion 20.

Teaching professionals are included on the ITV pro

duction team as content or methodology specialists.
Lazarus commented, "Inevitably, content specialists (i.e.,
teachers) and production staff have different perspectives" (1977: 31).
In his article, "Making the Marriage Work," Lazarus said, "Each needs
clear and unmistakable direction from the other" (1977: 31).

The goal

of both is the same, a program that attracts and holds an audience and
that teaches with clarity and lasting impact (Lazarus, 1977).
On this subject, Knight (1976) recognized that the team should
have the ability to work together, capitalizing on the strength of
others.

Armsey and Dahl (1973) proposed teacher involvement in the

production process as methodology specialists.

Clayton (1976), a

member of the panel of experts, commented that the inclusion of teaching professionals was highly desirable "as content and approach
advisors" but warned that problems normally occur when persons are not
truly knowledgeable of the technical aspects of television production.
However, with low school budgets normally a reality, the
teacher with the one-camera, portable videotape recording system would
be the primary member of a small team containing no television
specialist.

Also, with the recent development of ENG (electronic news

gathering) mini-camera techniques, greater use should be in the offing
for all teacher produced ITV programming.

Certainly these teachers

will be required to develop some adequate television skills
(Cabecceiras, 1976).

Criterion 21.

If necessary for the ITV production, graphics are
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prepared by media or audiovisual specialists under the direction of the
involved teaching professionals.
The previous citations regarding the team of specialists apply
equally to this situation.

Other comments by a professional ITV

producer included the role of the graphics specialist for (1) the
preparation of some graphics prior to actual production,

(2) the use of

a film/slide chain in editing and assembly, and (3) the preparation of
various titles and lettering duties for the assembly stage (Williams,
1976).

Eanet and Toth (1976) found the audiovisual specialist to be

essential in the development and use of graphics in their science ITV
series.

Criterion 22.

If film is used, cinemagraphic or movie-making techniques

are used in production appropriate to the film medium.
If color is necessary and only black and white television
cameras are available, film, slide, and motion picture cameras are the
normal options.

Camera techniques include the "shooting" of segments

and later editing and assemblying.

The two Kodak publications (1971

and 1976) thoroughly described film production, while Evans (1976) gave
only helpful tips and did not describe motion picture camera techniques.
Eanet and Toth (1976) and Lazarus (1977) made reference to single
camera techniques in video production.

Cabecceiras' article (1976)

described the ENG (electronic news gathering) or mini-camera technique
which is accomplished basically with one camera and later editing.

Criterion 23.

Television techniques, in addition to film methods, are

used if television cameras are the primary production means.
Cinemagraphic techniques, as previously mentioned, are valid for
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use with television cameras, and references cited in the previous cri
terion coverage also apply to this criterion.

Williams (1976) offered

one chapter on the television camera, one on the roles of studio
personnel, one on the operation of the fader/switcher for transferring
videotape recorder, and other chapters on camera staging, editing, and
other subjects vital to the producers of local ITV programming.

Bretz

(1976) considered the techniques of studio production (multiple cameras
with fader/switchers) as well as one camera production.
described techniques of videotape editing.

He also

College textbooks and

related college courses are available as sources of learning television
camera techniques.

Criterion 24.

In ITV presentations where color visuals are essential

to learning, color production is required.
While Chu and Schramm's research

(1967) showed that color tele

vision productions had no recognizable effect on learning, they did
recognize that some presentations involving color discrimination were
necessary to transmit the program content.

Examples given by Bretz

(1976) were the differences between rivers and roads in a map skills
course, most science courses, and most art courses in which the use of
color is vital to the delivery of the content.

Bretz indicated that

local ITV production would probably be black and white.
Evans stated that experimental studies have shown ". . . that
unless color is a significant factor insofar as the subject matter it
self is concerned, students learn as well from black and white as they
do from color" (1976: 33).

The Kodak publications (1972 and 1976)

recommended only that the choice of color or black and white film
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should be made in the planning stages.

Criterion 25.

A film/slide chain is available for use in assembly of

an ITV production.
Since this is an expensive piece of equipment, it can be
assumed that only the most elaborate school television production
studio facilities would own one.

Cunningham’s findings (1971)

indicated that cable companies usually supplied expensive production
equipment for use on ITV projects.

This would indicate the availa

bility of a film/slide chain.
Bretz (1976) indicated the availability of this equipment at
all television studios and usually at CATV systems' facilities.

Three

Kodak VIDEQfilm NOTES [H-40-1 (1971), H-40-2 (1972), and H-40-4 (1972)]
offered the educator an explanation of the telecine, multiplexer or
film/slide chain equipment and function.

These publications also

presented some imaginative uses of film and/or slides in production for
television and assembly of video programming from both video, film, and
slide formats.

Criterion 26.

Editing is the exclusive role of a TV technician or TV

media specialist working from previously established guidelines.
One panelist, Mettler (1976), identified this as the role of
the television director or a "TV pro."

Clayton (1976), another

panelist, commented that it was imperative that a technical person
actually do the editing but that the educator should create pre
determined instructions for content to be included in the ITV pro
duction.
Williams (1976) generally discussed the electronic editing
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process with which the editing task might be accomplished.

Bretz (1976)

implied that technical skills are needed for editing videotapes.
Cunningham's research (1975) indicated that school systems usually fur
nished their own engineering services and support.

This implied that

local school systems had technical personnel on their staffs.

In

another finding, the average school system had invested over $46,000 in
studio and equipment.

This amount of funding at 1974-1975 prices would

indicate that the school systems had the capability of editing their
ITV videotapes or videocassettes.

Criterion 27.

The final determination of whether the instructional

goals have been met is the role of the producer or the joint decision
of the production team.
Williams (1976) indicated that this should be the function of
the producer or delegated to the director.

Often in school systems and

many cable systems both of these roles will be played by one person.
Bretz (1976) identified the producer's major concern as content
and the director's major concern as technical matters.

Thus, Bretz

implied that the instructional goals and their attainment should be
decided by the producer.

He also implied that the producer need not

have a high degree of technical ability but that he should have some
knowledge of the effect of the medium.
Jones (1976) concluded that the scriptwriter should monitor the
attainment of the instructional goals during production but avoided
assigning this person the responsibility for the final decision.

Criterion 28.

Each presentation of an ITV series is scheduled for

delivery at a predictable time.
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Bobbert (1977) identified three areas that were particularly
important:

(1) accurate scheduling of program playbacks,

(2) getting

the tapes to the cable (head-end) on time, and (3) training operators
for delivery of the programs at the time specified.

He further

explained the total prdblem of scheduling ITV programming for CATV
delivery and distribution.
Bretz (1976) considered the most important aspect of ITV as
"what goes on" in the classroom in the utilization of the televised
lesson.

He considered scheduling and delivery of ITV programming to

be of paramount importance.

Criterion 29. The CATV operator’s rules of use of the educational
access channel are clearly defined

prior to local ITV production.

Criterion 30. The CATV operator's

rules of use allow the school system

the choice of a closed-circuit channel or an "open" or regular CATV
channel.

Criterion 31.

Definitions of terminology acceptable to schools as well

as the CATV operator are included in the rules of use of the educa
tional access channel.

Criterion 32.

The CATV operator's rules of use allow the use of a film

or video format which is compatible to the school system's production
capability.

Criterion 33. Local ITV production for distribution via CATV begins
only after the operator’s rules of use or any contractual arrangements
are acceptable to the school system.
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The "Report and Order" stated that "except on specific authori
sation . . .

no local entity (other than the cable system) shall

prescribe any other rules concerning the number and manner of operation
of the access channels . .

(Federal Register, 1972: 3289),

These operating rules were those designed to govern the CATV
channel through which programming was presented, whether on videotape
or cassettes, film, or live; how time was scheduled; and other
administrative matters.

The FCC originally placed this responsibility

for creating the access rules of use on the CATV operator (Cable
Television Information Center, 1974).

Carpenter (1973) suggested that

the rules of use be placed in the local franchise issued by the
community governing authority.

These rules would have to be written

into the franchise with the consent of the CATV operator, since the
FCC mandated that the CATV operator establish the rules of use for the
access channels.

Although these rules would be written by the CATV

operator, in a franchise ordinance such rules would be binding on the
CATV operator and not subject to change.
Bretz (1976) did not mention the CATV operator's rules of use,
but he did mention that CATV operators would provide those services
which most appeal to their local population.

Also, CATV operators,

like broadcasters, have obligations to carry a portion of their pro
gramming as public service.

This was the thinking of the FCC in the

preparation of the "Report and Order" (Federal Register, 1972).

Bretz

(1976) suggested that educators and CATV operators work collectively
for the good of both.

This arrangement would indicate that any rules

of use which might be designed would be compatible with a school system
and its television production purposes and capabilities.
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Panelist Clayton (1976) felt it was imperative that an agree
ment between the schools and the CATV operator be worked out and
accepted prior to any cooperative venture.

Clayton felt that specific

and exact definitions should be included in that agreement.

He was

specific in his comment that the school system have an agreement with
the CATV operator as to the acceptable film or video format(s) prior to
the school system's production.

He felt that it would be unwise to

produce television material which would not be compatible with the
CATV cablecasting facilities.

Another panelist felt that it would be

unwise to disregard the open channel (a regular CATV channel which
would reach the community) for educational uses (Mettler, 1976).

How

ever, some school systems have the opportunity to cablecast over a
closed-circuit or an open channel.

Colorado Springs, Colorado, and

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, were mentioned as having such an option (Kirby,
1976).
Cunningham (1975) found that most collaborative arrangements
between CATV operators and school systems were in small communities in
which FCC regulations do not require educational access channels.

He

also found that most cable companies considered their collaborations
as successful.
Therefore, it would be important for school systems which
intend to cablecast ITV programming to:

(1) have clearly defined and

established rules of use for the educational access channel prior to
local ITV production, (2) have these rules of use include definitions
of terminology acceptable to both the school system and the CATV
operator, and (3) have these rules of use allow a film or video format
compatible to the school system's production capability.

It would be
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helpful to a school system to have the flexibility of an open or a
closed-circuit channel available for its use.
The FCC requires that the CATV system establish a set of rules
to govern the operation of public access, educational access, and
leased channels.

These rules are to be filed with the FCC within

ninety days after the system first cablecasts signals on these channels,
and these rules must be available for public inspection at the system's
offices (Federal Register, 1972).

Criterion 34.

All schools within the CATV service area which are to

receive ITV programming via cable television are suitably wired and
connected.
If schools are to receive ITV programming by cable television,
it is imperative that those schools be suitably wired and connected to
the CATV system.

This situation was contingent on the CATV trunk lines

being within reasonable proximity to the schools (Hanley, 1973).
The Urban Institute reported that it was not uncommon for the
cable system to connect all schools within reasonable distance to the
CATV system (Cable Television Information Center, 1974).

Carpenter

(1973) suggested that school administrators should participate in local
franchise negotiations with the CATV operator to insure connections of
school buildings to regular cable service and reasonable installation
charges.

She also suggested that charges for multiple connections

within the school buildings be held to a minimum.
Although there is no FCC mandate that cable television systems
furnish connections or "drops" from the trunk lines to the schools,
the National Education Association recommended to the FCC that free
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connections be provided to all schools and libraries within one hundred
yards of the trunk lines.

Many community franchises require this ser

vice to be provided free of charge (Becker, 1973).

A 1971 survey found

that 70 percent of all CATV operators in the United States provided one
"free" connection to schools with no installation charge or monthly fee
(Carpenter, 1973).

Criterion 35.

Schools not accessible to CATV service receive the same

ITV programming by videocassettes or other playback means.
Bretz (1976) mentioned this arrangement of ITV distribution as
being beneficial to those students in schools not served by CATV.
Gibson (1977) related that the playback capability of videotape offers
greater flexibility than a scheduled broadcast or cablecast television
program.

Such an arrangement appears to be at least a case of equity.

Criterion 36.

All pre-teaching materials are prepared and distributed

to teachers prior to student ITV viewing.
Evans (1976) said that teacher guides were developed to assist
the teacher in making the most effective use of the educational film.
It was a general practice that teacher guides were included as a part
of the educational films delivered to school systems.

Evans commented

that, for maximum effective use, these teacher guides should be
available to the teachers as they prepare for their classroom presen
tations and use of the educational films.
Bretz (1976) said that teacher guides are critical to proper
planning of lessons and that it was essential that the teacher guides
for ITV programs be used by teachers as they prepare to integrate the
ITV material into classroom activities as well as make plans for
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follow-up activities.

He considered these factors as contributing more

to learning than any other factor except the ITV programming itself.
Jones (1976) suggested that the teacher guide be prepared during the
development of the script.
Reid and MacLennan (1967) also implied that the use of teacher
guides have proved effective in the use of ITV.

Cavert (1974) dealt

with this subject and its development as a way to totally integrate
mediated instruction into the classroom learning situation.

Teacher

awareness of the content of the mediated instruction is essential for
the maximum utilization of the programmed material.

Frazer and

Lisberg (1976) reported on consortium workshops which instruct teachers
in the use of the ITV programs available.

These workshops emphasize

the most effective use of teacher guides.

Criterion 37.

Workshops are conducted for teachers who are to utilize

the ITV programming.
As early as 1967, Chu and Schramm, as well as Reid and
MacLennan (1967), identified research which concluded that teacher
workshops on the use of instructional television were vital to a
successful teaching effort.

Pike (1977) commented that the provision

for inservice training for teachers which encouraged the integration of
television into the curriculum was the most common concern of the five
principals interviewed in her study.

Criterion 38.

ITV-type presentations are used as a medium of inservice

training for teachers.
Gorman (1977), as well as Frazer and Lisberg (1976), cited the
use of ITV as an inservice medium.

Bretz (1976) suggested the use of
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ITV to present general concepts of inservice ITV training but felt that
teaching skills required the kind of practice which workshops could
best provide.

Carpenter (1973) cited ITV inservice programs as one

area in which CATV can be more effectively utilized.

She also reported

on a study which listed less than five percent of the ITV programming
in the area of inservice teacher training.

She felt that the hours af

ter school and early evening would be especially suitable for providing
inservice training or education courses for credit.
Pike (1977) cited the five principals1 observations that ITV,
as a medium for inservice training, appeared to be a useful tool.
Miller (1976) , a member of the panel of judges for this study,
commented that ITV inservice training " . . .

has great potential but is

not often used."

Criterion 3 9 .

Preparation and distribution of student syllabii (if

needed in the ITV presentations) is accomplished prior to student
viewing.

Criterion 40 .

Student study guides, reading and reference lists, etc.,

if needed in the ITV presentations, are prepared and distributed prior
to student viewing.
It was felt that these should be prepared and distributed to
students prior to their exposure to instructional television.

Bretz

(1976) and Evans (1976), as previously cited, recommended these
practices.

It was obvious that some programs would not necessarily

have print media assistance.

Chu and Schramm (1967) suggested the use

of student study guides and/or student work books.

Jones (1976) felt

that the scriptwriter should play an active part in the development of

these print materials.
Bretz (1976) felt that local ITV production for distribution by
cable television offered an opportunity for teachers who developed the
ITV programming to participate in the creation of a syllabus or study
guides, etc.

This, he felt, was an experience teachers had not often

had and should offer them unique inservice education.

Criterion 41.

ITV programming is scheduled for delivery at a time con

current with the scope and sequence schedule established for the course.
This concurrent delivery or delivery into the classroom at the
time the teachers can most effectively use the programming was a basic
tenet of programmed learning (Reid and MacLennan, 1967).

Cavert (1974)

implied that such material should be made available at a time most use
ful for teachers.
Bobbert (1977) felt that, in making a school cable system work,
the problem of playback scheduling should be as simple as possible and
based upon a sequence which was administratively established prior to
such scheduling.

This implies that a school system-wide scope and

sequence plan would have been developed to allow the CATV distribution
of programming to be effective.
Carpenter (1973), in dealing with the CATV system and its
educational possibilities only, considered the delivery of local ITV
programming as a local school's responsibility.

She felt that such a

scope and sequence pattern would allow for the most effective delivery
of ITV programming.

Criterion 42.

Classroom teachers have a choice to include or exclude

their students from ITV exposure.
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Gilkey commented that media specialists are responsible pro
fessionals and have the knowledge to work with educators to develop
programs for basic skills.

He said, "Media literacy is as much a part

of the basics as is print literacy" (1976: 70).
assign another responsibility to teachers.

He was attempting to

He felt that they should

become familiar with media use and promote among their students an
understanding and knowledge of the media.

Gilkey recognized the choice

of teachers to include or exclude the various media from their class
room instruction but felt that expanded use was necessary.

Pike (1977)

reported that the five principals all supported the use of instructional
television and allowed classroom teachers some discretion in whether or
not to use the programming.
Panelist Miller (1976) felt that if the basic ITV programmed
material were basic to the curriculum, teachers should not have the
choice to exclude the programming.

Another panelist, Mettler (1976),

expressed the opinion that teachers do not or should not have a choice.
He felt that the ITV medium was too expensive not to be supported from
the top level of the school's administration.

Criterion 43.

Teachers who utilize ITV programming have an opportunity

for comment and feedback.
Bretz (1976) suggested that there are two types of feedback.
Formative feedback occurred during the production stages and the initial
evaluation to test the effectiveness of the programming.

Following this

feedback, the program may be redesigned and segments reproduced to make
a more effective ITV presentation.

Another type of feedback allows for

comments and suggestions from teachers as the programming and ITV
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series is presented.

This was felt as very necessary for proper utili

zation of this material.

As in any programmed learning, immediate

evaluation and feedback was necessary both from the individual learner
and/or from the teachers {Armsey and Dahl, 1973).

Cavert (1974) also

made this point in his mediated instruction design.

He suggested that

there be "closed loop feedback" for the possible redesigned portion of
the programmed material.

Evaluation Phase
In the evaluation phase of local ITV production, the panel of
experts generally commented that this phase was often neglected.

How

ever, they felt that evaluations of various sorts were necessary to
allow administrators and decision makers to make competent decisions
regarding the use of the CATV medium.

The panelists often suggested

that the television medium would be subjected to a subtle evaluation as
indicated by use.

Criterion 44.

Teachers who utilize ITV programming make an assessment

of the video medium (via CATV) as an instructional instrument.
Meacham (1976), citing her experiences in Ohio, suggested that
a thorough assessment of the video medium for specific ITV programs be
made every three years.

Cavert (1974) suggested that any mediated

instruction have such an evaluation.

He described several evaluative

techniques to determine which medium of instruction the program should
use.
Evaluation of such uses of cable television involves more than
merely estimating the size of the viewing audiences.

Often such

evaluation does not require scientific research but only a subjective
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assessment of the successful reproduction, adjustment of the program
ming, or the complete deletion of the program (Brets, 1976).
Armsey and Dahl (1973) observed that such an evaluation must be
made prior to or during early utilization of any new instructional
technology.

Panelist Binns (1976) did not rate the criterion highly in

instructional terms.

However, he felt that the results of such an

assessment were necessary for decision making.

Criterion 45.

Students viewing ITV programming make an assessment of

the video medium (via CATV) as an instructional instrument.
Cavert (1974) suggested that students, being active partici
pants in the mediated instruction, should have an assessment role.
Reid and MacLennan (1967), in commenting on programmed instruction,
felt that such a student assessment was necessary.

Criterion 46.

Pre-tests are administered prior to ITV exposure for

proper evaluation of final learnings (exit skills).

Criterion 47.

Final student test results are diagnosed to determine

the instructional effectiveness of the ITV programming.

Criterion 49.

Common (content material) tests are administered to all

students receiving ITV instruction via CATV.
Reid and MacLennan (1967) felt that such a testing sequence
should be part of all programmed learning.

Cavert (1974) described

this testing as necessary to determine the effectiveness of the
mediated instruction.

Cavert also described elaborate feedback and

evaluation mechanisms in his study.

McEwen (1977) cited the develop

ment of pre-tests and post-tests during the period in which "The Letter
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People" series was being produced.
Evans (1976) felt that in the use of educational films, preand post-tests of the content material were essential to the proper
development of the educational film.
type.

This research was of a formative

Evans commented that pre- and post-tests of the common content

material were useful and should be considered by school decision makers
who purchased instructional films for use in their school systems.
Carpenter (1973) made general references to pre-testing and post-testing
of students but did not deal with the evaluation issue in great detail.
Markle (1971) wrote the most pointed article regarding the
evaluation of instructional programs.

She defined programmed

instruction as a sequence of instruction which has been tried out on
students and revised and re-tested and revised until it meets the
objectives laid down for it.

She chastised her colleagues, who, in the

development of programmed instruction, stated that they denied
"teaching for the test."

Markle felt that it was the nature of pro

grammed instruction to define objectives, create the instruction
material for delivery, and write an evaluative instrument whereby the
learnings could be judged.

Basically, she felt that the objectives

were the test and therefore all programmed instruction did "teach for
the test."

Criterion 48.

The results of student tests are available to ITV

teachers for analysis and follow-through efforts.
The references cited for the previous criteria dealing with
student tests and student test results are held valid for this cri
terion.

Carpenter (1973) further felt that the availability of student
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test results would allow teachers to analyze their classes and make
corrective efforts for those students who had not achieved the desired
test results.

She felt that the availability of these test results

would encourage teachers to utilize instructional television more and
to gain the feeling that they were truly a part of the ITV instruc
tional team.

Criterion 50.

Teachers who utilize ITV programming as a part of their

instructional efforts are surveyed to judge the instructional effec
tiveness of the programming.
The references cited for the preceding criterion of the
evaluation phase were held as valid for this criterion.

Jones (1976)

in his article on script writing felt that the professional ITV script
writer should have some feedback from the teachers utilizing ITV in
regard to the instructional effectiveness of the program.

Jones felt

that such evaluation improved the scriptwriter's skill and allowed the
scriptwriter to make a more valid determination in reconstructing or
rewriting the ITV script, if such became necessary.
Meacham (1976) considered such an assessment to be integral to
ITV programming in Ohio.

Meacham1s plan calls for a re-evaluation of

the ITV programming every three years.

She felt if such an evaluation

of ITV teachers1 opinions were not made that some teachers might not
include the programming in their lesson plans.

She felt that all

assessments should be made known to ITV producers.

Chapter 3

PROCEDURES

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Five knowledgeable persons were selected on the basis of cita
tions in related literature to identify potential panelists.

These

educators were asked to identify five to seven persons who would qualify
as "experts" to serve on a panel to assess a set of evaluative criteria.
Familiarity with ITV production at the elementary and secondary school
level was specified as a prerequisite to one's serving on the panel.
(See Appendix A.)
From those nominees submitted, a potential panel of experts was
chosen on the basis of frequency of mention and geographic locale.
Each individual designated was asked to serve on the panel.
Appendix B.)
serve.

(See

Affirmative responses indicated their willingness to

(See Appendix D.)
A tentative set of evaluative criteria was developed from a

review of the related literature.

Of particular value were the works

of Cavert, Bretz, and Carpenter.
The panel of experts was surveyed in order to consider the
tentative criteria, with additions, deletions, and comments requested.
The panel was composed of Mr. Warren Binns, Jr., Director of
Instructional Television Services, State Department of Education,
Tallahassee, Florida; Mr. Thomas E. Clayton, Communications Media
Manager, Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, California [formerly with
54
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the San Diego {California) County ITV Consortium]; Dr. Robert E.
deKieffer, Coordinator of the Library/Media Program, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado; Dr. Thomas U. Foster, Instructional
Television Coordinator, Grossmont College, El Cajon, California; Mr.
Lyle Mettler, Manager, KWSU-TV, Washington State University, Pullman,
Washington; and Dr. Elwood E. Miller, Director, Educational Media
Center, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.

(See Appendix D.)

Based upon the evaluations, comments, and recommendations of
the panel of experts, a revised set of evaluative criteria was estab
lished.

Of the fifty-two tentative evaluative criteria, ten were

rewritten and combined to accommodate the objections, comments, and
recommendations of the panel of experts.

The revised evaluative

criteria were reduced to fifty.
At this time, the responses of the experts were recorded and
compiled to arrive at a composite weighted value of the individual
criterion.

A rating of four (4) was given to responses such as

"essential," "imperative," "very valuable," "a must," "necessary,"
"very good," etc.; a rating of three (3) was given to responses like
"important," "O.K.," "good,” "yes,” and a check mark indicating
acceptance of the criterion without further comment; a rating of two
(2) was given to responses such as "helpful," "O.K.," but with a
qualifying comment, "useful," "when possible," etc.; a rating of one
(1) was given to such comments as "optional", "worthy option," and
"may vary"; while a zero (0) was assigned to such comments as "delete,"
"insignificant", "omit," and "not necessary."

Replies without comment

were excluded from the collective value rating for each criterion.
arrive at a collective weighted value rating, each criterion was

To
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examined, value numbers tabulated, and the total was divided by the
number of panelists responding to the criterion.
rewritten depending on:

The criteria were

the frequency of comments in the subject area,

related comments by the panelists, and the strength of the panelists'
recommendations.
The revised evaluative criteria were returned to the panel of
experts with a request to notify the investigator if any criterion, as
changed, rewritten, or altered, was objectionable.
received.

No objections were

Therefore, the criteria were considered acceptable.

A questionnaire was designed to identify how well those
elementary and secondary schools which had created ITV materials for
distribution via cable television had met the recognized criteria.

The

questionnaire contained fifty criteria, stated as questions, with a
request of the potential respondent to indicate (yes or no) whether
each criterion was observed in the local ITV production efforts of his
school system.
The questionnaire was also designed to elicit from the local
practitioners their opinions or value ratings of the practices and
procedures as observed by them in their local ITV productions.

A value

rating scale, identical to the scale used to weigh or value the experts'
comments, was included in the questionnaire for each criterion.

The

respondent was also asked to rate the practice or procedure represented
by the criterion.

The value rating scale which the respondents were

asked to consider was:

a four (4), "essential"; a three (3), "impor

tant"; a two (2), "helpful"; a one (1), "optional"; and a zero (0),
"insignificant" or "of no value."

(See Appendix H.)

An informational cover sheet was constructed to extract
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information from the respondents regarding (1) the school system’s
utilization of CATV services,

(2) measurement of the school's cable-

casting time in various categories, (3) the school system's television
production capability, and (4) the CATV operator's rules of use for the
educational access channel.

(See Appendix G.)

COLLECTION OF DATA

The elementary and secondary educators who responded to the sur
vey of Dr. Erling S. Jorgensen and Dr. William A. Anderson of Michigan
State University were identified.

The informational cover sheet

(Appendix G ) , questionnaire (Appendix H) and an introductory letter
(Appendix F) were mailed to the one hundred sixty-five elementary and
secondary educators who had responded to the Jorgensen and Anderson
survey, reported in the March, 1975 issue of Audiovisual Instruction.
These educators stated that they had created video materials (not
necessarily instructional materials) for distribution via cable tele
vision.

A stamped, self-addressed envelope was enclosed for the local

practitioner to use in returning the completed survey.

A follow-up

post card was sent to those respondents who had not replied within a
four-week period.

The returned surveys were received during the first

three months of 1977.

TREATMENT OF DATA

Based on the frequency of response to the cover sheet data, a
typical school system's utilization of CATV services, including cablecasting time, was established.

A typical pattern of services provided

by CATV systems to schools was likewise noted, as well as the
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television production capability of the school systems.

The majority

of responses to each cover sheet item determined a typical practice or
service.
The questionnaire portion of the survey was tabulated
separately, each item representing one of the evaluative criteria to
establish the prevailing practices and procedures for planning,
developing, producing, distributing, and evaluating locally produced
ITV materials.

These tabulations were indicative of frequency and per

centage of response to individual questionnaire items.

A scale to

represent the degree of practice was devised using a division of onethird, one-half, and two-thirds, of the respondents to each criterion
item of the survey.

These divisions were selected arbitrarily.

An individual item tabulation was also made by listing the
value those practitioners had placed on the evaluative criteria in
their own ITV productions.

The practices and procedures were evaluated

in terms of the evaluative criteria as recognized by the panel of
experts.

The collective value ratings assigned by the local prac

titioners were compared to the value placed on each individual cri
terion by the panel of experts.

Chapter 4

ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

In order to interpret the data, it is necessary to realize that
the respondents to the survey were elementary and secondary educators
who normally operated with restricted budgets, much smaller target or
viewing audiences than those of commercial television producers, and
dealt with a greater range of learning abilities than did their counter
parts in larger college or university systems or commercial television
stations and networks.

Also, one must keep in mind that television is

relatively new to educators as a teaching-learning instrument when
compared to print or even traditional audiovisual media.
Data gathered from the informational cover sheet were compiled
and presented.

From these data a typical school system was described

insofar as its utilization of CATV services was concerned.

Also, a

composite or general standard of CATV s irvices provided to the local
school systems responding to the survey is presented on page 69.

Data

from the questionnaire are presented in groupings of (1) planning and
development,

(2) production and distribution, and (3) evaluation.

Within those classifications, data were grouped according to common
factors and findings.

INFORMATIONAL COVER SHEET DATA

Sixty-six educators responded to the cover sheet.

Of these

respondents, thirty-seven were served by cable television systems
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located partly or wholly within one of the top 100 TV market areas as
determined by the FCC.

Geographical locations were verified in the

1974 Television Factbook:

Services Volume.

Regulations of the FCC

"Report and Order" adopted in 1972 required CATV operators to provide
an educational access channel to each local educational authority free
of charge and to establish rules of use for the channel.

The schools

and school systems represented by the respondents (by virtue of being
in the top 100 TV market area locations) were within a thirty-five mile
radius of a large urban area and the center for the business and
cultural activity of the area.

The locations of these respondents also

indicated that each of these top 100 TV market areas was served by
several commercial television stations and usually at least one
educational television station (Television Factbook:

Services Volume,

1974).
Twenty-nine respondents were served by CATV systems not located
within the top 100 TV market areas.

These respondents indicated good

relationships with the CATV operators or did not identify any problems
with the existing relationships.

These relationships included pro

viding CATV service to the schools but may or may not have included
cablecasting rights, since the smaller CATV systems often do not have
local origination capability.

The FCC "Report and Order" regulations

do not require that an educational access channel be made available to
schools outside the top 100 TV market areas.
Of the sixty-six respondents reporting, fifty-one, or 77 per
cent, indicated that more than half and often all of the schools within
their school districts were served by one or more cable television
connections, or "drops."

Only fifteen respondents stated that "none to
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less than half" of the schools within their districts were connected to
the CATV systems.
In response to a survey item regarding the capability of a
school or school system for television production, fifty-five, or 83
percent, indicated ownership of their own equipment.

Ten respondents

did not have their own television production equipment.

These schools

either utilized a CATV system's equipment or contracted their tele
vision productions.

One respondent did not reply to this item.

SCHOOL UTILIZATION OF CATV CHANNELS

In a series of items regarding school utilization of CATV
channels (educational access or other channels), three questions were
posed regarding the amount of cablecasting time utilized by the schools.
A fourth question was asked regarding an unduplicated count (in hours)
of locally produced ITV materials cablecast.

This item did not include

time utilized with repeated ITV programming.

The number of respondents

is indicated in each time category for each question in Table 1 on
page 65.
More than half of the respondents indicated some use of the
CATV system's cablecasting time.

Less than half of the respondents

reported any utilization for locally produced ITV materials.
Of the sixty-six educators who responded to the survey, twenty
had no video material of any kind cablecast over their local CATV
systems.

All of these persons had responded to the Jorgensen and

Anderson survey (Audiovisual Instruction, 1975) indicating that they
had produced some video material (which may have included ITV
materials) for distribution via cable television.
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Sixteen educators utilized the CATV system with all types of
programming for less than three hours per week.
replays of all types of video materials.

This time included

Three respondents acknowl

edged the use of three to less than five hours per week; four educators
listed five to less than ten hours per week; and six reported ten to
less than twenty-five hours of use per week for all types of materials
cablecast locally.

Twenty-five hours per week of cablecasting

averaged five hours daily per school week.

Seven educational cable-

casters registered over twenty-five hours of cablecasting time for all
types of programming weekly.

In this latter category was the San Diego

County (California) School System, which cablecast forty hours of
programming weekly, all locally produced and all non-repeated instruc
tional (ITV) material.
The total hours of CATV utilization in this cablecasting cate
gory included repeated programming of all types such as ITV, school
board meetings, administrative bulletins, and athletic contests which
were locally produced, purchased, or leased.

Five respondents failed

to complete this informational item of the survey.
The next general category on the cover sheet was similar to the
first in that it considered replays of all types of programming and all
types of video material.

However, this category was limited to locally

produced materials and did not include leased or purchased programming.
The educators * responses were representative of the total time occupied
on the CATV channels by locally produced video materials of all types.
Twenty-six educators responded that they used no time on the
CATV system for locally produced video materials.

Nineteen educators

noted such CATV use of less than three hours per week.

Four
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respondents listed this type of usage at three to less than five hours
per week; eight responded with five to less than ten hours per week;
and three educational cablecasters listed ten to less than twenty-five
hours per week.

Two educators responded to such utilization of cable

television with over twenty-five hours per week.

Four respondents

chose not to answer this item.
The third general category surveyed was in regard to the total
number of hours per week which the school system occupied on

the CATV

system with locally produced instructional television (ITV) program
ming .
Forty educators indicated that no CATV channel time was used by
them for locally produced instructional television (ITV) materials,
while ten cablecast less than three hours per week, including replays.
Three educational cablecasters utilized the CATV channel three to less
than five hours per week, while four reported using five to less than
ten hours per week.

Three respondents reported such usage at ten to

less than twenty-five hours per week.

Three respondents acknowledged

over twenty-five hours per week of CATV utilization in this category.
Of the sixty-six respondents, three chose not to answer this item.
The final category in the general area of utilization of CATV
operators' channels called for a non-duplicated count of time of
locally produced ITV programming cablecast during a week.

This amount

of time did not include replays of ITV programming and did not involve
video material which had been produced by others or produced for pur
poses other than instruction.
Thirty-nine educators indicated that they occupied no time on
the CATV channels in this category.

Nine respondents listed less than
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Table 1
Utilization of CATV Channels for
Programming by Schools

Hours Per Week and Number
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three hours per week of non-duplicated ITV programming.

The number of

responses in these categories was smaller because six respondents failed
to reply to the inquiry.
Five educational cablecasters acknowledged three to less than
five hours per week of such non-duplicated programming; five noted five
to less than ten hours weekly; and one respondent stated a time of ten
to less than twenty-five hours per week in this category.

The San Diego

County (California) Schools' respondent, with forty hours per week of
non-duplicated, locally produced ITV programming, was the only cable
user in the "over twenty-five hours per week" classification.
When asked to identify the video, film, or other formats
accepted by the CATV operator for cablecasting, those surveyed sub
mitted a wide variety of responses.

The most popular video format was

three-quarter-inch videocassette, with forty-seven respondents so
indicating.

Thirty-seven schools or school systems were able to cable-

cast by using a one-half-inch videotape format.

Fifteen respondents

checked the one-inch helical scan videotape format, while three
respondents indicated that two-inch quadraplex videotape was acceptable
to the cable television system.
formats.

Some respondents checked several video

These responses accounted for a total greater than sixty-six.

Nine respondents did not answer this checklist item.
Sixteen millimeter film was the most frequently mentioned as a
film format acceptable to the CATV operator, with thirty-one educators
so responding.
35mm slides.

It was reported that thirty CATV systems would accept
Five CATV operators accepted Super 8mm film.

Twenty-nine

respondents did not check any film format.
One technique educators occasionally used when cablecasting was
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generating their own television signal and using means other than
physically transporting the recorded material to the CATV system's
"head-end."

This practice was frequent if the school or school system

furnished large amounts of programming to the CATV operator for cablecasting.

The CATV operator did not have to hire additional personnel

to accommodate school transmission or purchase expensive automated
devices to cablecast the scheduled programmed videocassettes.
Twenty-four of the sixty-six respondents indicated that they
had the capacity for self-generated signals.

Twenty-one educators

cited the ability to transmit live, self-generated signals via the
CATV lines, while only four reported using microwave relay systems.
Twenty-five respondents did not check any item in this category.
While not required by the FCC "Report and Order" of 1972, a
common practice in the cable television industry was to provide a
connection, or "drop," free of charge to every school in the CATV ser
vice area*

This provision was usually written into the franchise

granted to the CATV operator by the local municipal or county governing
authority.

Aside from the favorable public relations aspect of this

policy, a free drop eliminates the need for schools to install antennas
to receive off-the-air broadcast ETV stations which would normally
carry ITV programming during school hours.

The connection would also

allow the schools to receive their own programming should they choose
to utilize the CATV system for cablecasting.
Of the sixty-six respondents, fifty-four indicated that a poli
cy of one free connection, or "drop," per school existed.

Six CATV

operators did not provide free connections to respondents’ schools or
school systems.

Six respondents did not reply to this item.
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Nine respondents indicated that the CATV operator also granted
additional "drops" free of charge, if requested.

Fifteen persons

indicated a charge for additional connections on the same basis that a
regular subscriber might pay.

Ten respondents explained that addi

tional drops would be installed by the CATV operator at the cost of
labor and materials, with no monthly fee for the additional connections.
Fifteen respondents reported that a single connection to a school's
master antenna distribution system was sufficient.

Seventeen respon

dents did not answer this question.
Another question in the survey was "Have any problems been
presented or created for the schools by the CATV operator's 'rules of
use1 of the educational access channel?"
react to this inquiry.

Eleven respondents did not

Thirty-nine educational cablecasters indicated

"no problems" or good or excellent relationships with the cable tele
vision systems.

.Then comments were solicited in regard to CATV

operators' "rules of use," as a part of the problems encountered, three
respondents indicated they were having some problems with CATV opera
tors over access to the cable television channels.

Five indicated that

they had sought the "rules" but no printed rules were available.

Seven

educational cablecasters indicated that only oral rules had been
expressed.

Although the latter respondents were included in the tally

as having good relationships with CATV operators, they generally felt
that the absence of written rules was a poor policy.

The three

respondents who indicated they were having access problems went into
lengthy detail.

Two of these respondents, who were located in a top

100 TV market area, had the same parent CATV company or multiple
system operator (MSO).

No other respondent indicated a good

relationship with that MSO.
The respondent from the Greenwood, South Carolina, school
system indicated that the relationship with Teleprompter, the nation's
largest MSO, was a good one.

Since Greenwood is not in a top 100 TV

market area, that city does not have the FCC-mandated free educational
access channel.

However, the school system leases one channel from the

CATV operator full time and is allowed the free use of another channel
in the evening.

The South Carolina ETV Network stations were also

carried on the cable television system, and much ITV programming was
received via that medium.

The respondent stated that his only problem

was the need for a second channel.

Two other respondents, neither in a

top 100 TV market area, indicated that they could use additional
channels on the CATV systems.
The question regarding problems for the schools created by the
CATV operators' rules of use also drew comments from two respondents
who mentioned that the CATV operators would not connect the schools
with free ''drops."

The operators were required to provide free

connections as conditions of the local franchises.

These responses

indicated problems but were not part of the purpose of this study.
Seven educators of the original one hundred sixty-five surveyed
responded that they had not produced ITV materials in the two previous
years and no longer utilized the CATV channel.

These persons cited

budget reductions as reasons for ceasing to cablecast.

These educators

made no entries on the survey instrument and were not considered as
responding to the cover sheet or the questionnaire.
It was concluded from the information received that a typical
elementary and secondary school system involved in this survey could be
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described as:

(1) being located within thirty-five miles of the center

of a top 100 TV market area;

(2) having a majority of all schools with

in the school district served by the local cable television system,
providing a free "drop" to a school’s master antenna distribution
system; (3) having one off-the-air educational television station
available;

(4) having its own television production capability; and

(5) having a good or favorable relationship with the cable television
system.
The typical cable television system, as described by this
study, would quite likely be providing to the schools such services as:
(1) one free CATV connection, or "drop," to each school;

(2) cable-

casting thirteen hours per week of all types of television programming
normally delivered to the CATV head-end on programmed three-quarterinch videocassettes;

(3) cablecasting six hours per week for all types

of television programming produced by the local school system;
(4) cablecasting three hours and fifteen minutes per week of locally
produced ITV programming; and (5) cablecasting one hour and thirty-six
minutes per week of non-duplicated, locally produced ITV programming
for the schools.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

In the following data, each criterion was reviewed in light of
the four questions previously stated in the problem of this disserta
tion.

Each criterion was stated in Chapter 2 and in the general format

in the tables appearing in this section.
will be referred to by number only.

In this section, criteria

Each criterion was developed and

approved in the manner described in Chapter 3-
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If a criterion were to have been attained or "met" by the
respondents, a majority of the local practitioners who responded to the
corresponding questionnaire item would have answered "Yes," denoting
that the practice or procedure was observed by their school systems.
To determine the degree to which each recognized criterion had been
satisfied, the following classification was used:
Extensive —
Wide —

95 to 100 percent of the respondents;

66.7 percent to 94.9 percent of the respondents;

Majority —

50.1 to 66.6 percent of the respondents;

Less than half —
Pew —

33.4 to 50 percent of the respondents; and

33.3 percent of the respondents or less.

In ranking criteria according to the degree of practice, points
of separation at one-third, one-half, and two-thirds were used.

The

"extensive” classification was added as an indicator for those cri
terion items which were practiced by all or all but one of the respon
dents.

This range of 95 to 100 percent accommodated the "extensive"

degree of practice.
In a description of each of the evaluative criteria, the
weighted value ratings of the panel of experts who concurred in each
criterion were compared with the collective value ratings given each
criterion by the local educational cablecasters who responded.
ratings by the local practitioners above the minimum "helpful"
weighted value) classification— further supported the criteria.

Value
(1.5
All

local practitioners' value ratings collectively attained this minimum
standard.
As stated in Chapter 3, a value rating category was determined
by the number assigned for the questionnaire response, with a range of
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plus or minus one-half {+ .5) of that number.

For example, the range

for "helpful” (2.0) was 1.5 to less than 2.5 weighted value; "important"
(3.0) was 2.5 to less than 3.5 weighted value, while "essential" (4.0)
was 3.5 to 4.0.

The same plus or minus one-half (+_ .5) range was used

to determine general agreement between the experts' value rating and
the weighted value of each criterion assigned by the local educational
cablecusters who responded.

Planning and Development Phases
In this section, data were grouped according to common factors.
The nineteen criteria discussed in this section were indicated by
number only.

The nineteen criteria (in question format), the question

naire response percentages, and the experts' and the local practi
tioners' value ratings are reported in Table 2 on page 76.
Local practitioners were in general agreement (+ .5 weighted
value) with the panel of experts on eleven criteria:

Criteria 2-13.

All others fell beyond the range of weighted value agreement, with only
Criteria 18 and 19 rated by the local practitioners at .5 in value
greater than did the panel of experts.
The experts indicated that Criteria 1-17 were "essential" or
"important."

Only the last two criteria (Criteria 18 and 19) in this

section fell below the 2.5 "important" rating, but were felt to be
"helpful."

Only Criteria 14 and 18 were rated as "helpful" by the

local practitioners, with all other criteria rated as "essential" or
"important."
Criteria 1-6, 8, 13, 17, and 18 were widely practiced.
sive practice of Criteria 9-12 was found.

A majority degree of

Exten
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practice was noted for Criteria 7, 14, and 15.
teria were met.
16 and 19.

The aforementioned cri

Less than half of the respondents practiced Criteria

Thus, these two criteria were not considered as being met.

Criterion 16 involved the establishment of performance levels
for instructional goals in the order and sequence of presentation in
ITV lessons.

This criterion was practiced by eight of the seventeen

respondents to this item, or 47.1 percent.

While experts considered

the criterion "important," the local practitioners felt the procedure
to be "helpful," with rating of 3.2 and 2.4 respectively.
The other criterion which failed to be practiced by a majority
of the respondents was Criterion 19.

This criterion was observed by

seven of the nineteen responding educators, or 36.8 percent.

Criterion

19 dealt with the prime purpose of local ITV production as basic
(course content) instruction rather than supplemental or enrichment
programming.

While the experts rated the criterion at 2.0, or

"helpful," local practitioners rated the practice at 3.0 value, or
"important."

Apparently, local ITV producers preferred to create more

basic instructional materials and felt strongly about the practice.

Production and Distribution Phases
In this section, data were grouped according to common factors.
The twenty-four criteria discussed in this section are identified by
number only.

The twenty-four criteria (in question format), the ques

tionnaire response percentages, and the experts1 and the local practi
tioners 1 value ratings are indicated in Table 2.
Local practitioners were in general agreement (+_ .5 weighted
value) with the panel of experts on fourteen criteria.

These were
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Criteria 20, 22-26, 23, 30, 32, 34, 38, 39, 42, and 43.
fell beyond the range of weighted value agreement.

All others

Only Criterion 21

was rated by the local practitioners at .5 value greater than the panel
of experts.
Experts and local practitioners agreed that Criteria 20, 23,
25-28, 30, 32, 34-39, and 40-43 were "essential” or "important."

The

experts rated Criteria 21, 22, and 24 below the 2.5 "important" value
rating, but did consider the practice "helpful."

The local practi

tioners felt that Criteria 22-24, 29, 31, 33, and 40 were "helpful,"
with all other criteria rated as "essential" or "important."
Criteria 21, 23, 26, 28, 31, 33, 36-38, 40, and 41 were widely
practiced.
and 43.

Extensive practice was observed for Criteria 20, 32, 42,

A majority degree of practice was noted for Criteria 22, 24,

25, 27, 29, 34, and 39.

Less than half practiced Criteria 30 and 35.

These two criteria were not met.

All other criteria in this section

were met.
Criterion 35 involved having district schools not accessible to
CATV receiving the same ITV programming on videocassette or other play
back means.

Only eight of eighteen respondents to this criterion, or

44.4 percent, acknowledged the practice.

Both experts and local prac

titioners rated the value of this practice as "important."
The other criterion which failed to be practiced by a majority
of the respondents was Criterion 30.

This criterion was observed by

seven of the twenty responding educators, or 35 percent.

This cri

terion dealt with the CATV operator's rules of use allowing the school
system a choice of a regular CATV (open) channel or a closed-circuit
channel.

Experts rated the criterion at 3.0, while local practitioners
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valued the practice at 2-7.

Both felt the criterion was "important."

Evaluation Phase
In this section, data were grouped according to common factors.
The seven criteria discussed in this section were indicated by number
only.

The criteria, questionnaire response percentages, and experts'

and local practitioners' value ratings are presented in Table 2.
Local practitioners were in general agreement

.5 weighted

value) with the panel of experts on only two of the seven criteria.
These were Criteria 44 and 50, the only criteria in this section which
were met.

No local practitioner value ratings exceeded the weighted

values assigned by the panel.
The experts felt that all seven criteria were "essential" or
"important."
titioners.

Criteria 46-48 were rated as "helpful" by the local prac
Criteria 44, 45, 49, and 50 were felt to be "important" by

the respondents.

No criterion was rated as "essential" by local prac

titioners .
Only Criteria 44 and 50 were practiced widely, with none
practiced to an extensive degree.
recorded for Criteria 46 and 49.

Few observations of practice were
Criteria 45, 47, and 48 were observed

by less than half of the respondents.
Criterion 45 involved an assessment of the video medium {via
CATV) by ITV students as an instructional instrument.

This criterion

was practiced by eight of the twenty respondents to this item, or 40
percent.

No conclusions were drawn except that experts and local

practitioners alike felt that the practice was "important."
Criteria 46-49 dealt with student testing.

These criteria also
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were not met.
Criterion 46 dealt with the administration of pre-tests to stu
dents prior to ITV exposure.

Only three of eighteen respondents, or

16.7 percent, conducted such testing.

Experts felt that the practice

was "essential," with a 3.5 value rating.

Local practitioners felt the

practice was "helpful," assigning a 1.8 value rating.
Criterion 47 involved the diagnosis of final ITV student tests
to determine the instructional effectiveness of the programming.

Seven

of twenty respondents, or 35 percent, acknowledged the practice.

Ex

perts felt the practice was "essential," with a 3.5 value rating, while
local practitioners placed a 1.8, or "helpful," value on the practice.
Criterion 48 dealt with the results of student tests being
made available to teachers for analysis and follow-through efforts in
the classroom.

Seven of the fifteen respondents, or 46.7 percent,

acknowledged the practice.

Experts rated the practice as "important,"

with a 3.4 value, while local practitioners assigned a 2.0, or
"helpful," value rating.
Criterion 49 dealt with the administration of common (content
material) tests to all ITV students.

Six of eighteen respondents, or

33.3 percent, acknowledged the practice.

Experts felt that the

practice was "important," with a 3.4 value rating, while the local
practitioners gave it a 2.6 rating, also within the "important" range.
Assessment of the foregoing unmet criteria in the evaluation
phase indicated that tests generally were not given, thus adversely
affecting other criteria.

Experts indicated in their responses to the

tentative evaluative criteria that these criteria would not likely be
met to any desirable extent.
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Table 2
Degrees of Acceptance and Practice of
Evaluative Criteria by the Panel of
Experts and Local Practitioners

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

A.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Planning and Development
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Do local educators identify a
need to create video instruc
tional material?

87.5

3.6

2.8

Are methods and means (other
than ITV) analyzed to deter
mine existing instructional
adequacy?

78.3

3.5

3.1

Is a survey made or considers*
tion given to determine the
target population?

73.9

3.3

3.1

Is a survey made or con
sideration given to determine
the specific characteristics
of the target (student)
audience?

72.7

2.7

2.9

Is a survey made or consid
eration given to determine
the learner's needs based on
generally acquired competen
cies?

78.5

3.3

3.0

Is a survey made or consid
eration given to determine
the specific learning
expectations (exit skills) to
be acquired from the ITV
presentation(s) or series?

73.9

3.3

2.9
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Is an analysis made of the
type, amount, methodology,
etc., required to accomplish
the locally defined instruc
tional objectives?

59.1

3.2

2.9

Are forms of distribution
other than cable television
considered?

77.3

3.7

3.2

Does the team to create and
produce the instructional
tele-lessons include local
teachers and/or instructional
supervisors?

100.0

3.5

3.4

Are media (ITV) specialists
included in the team creating
and producing the ITV
materials?

100.0

3.8

3.7

If a TV teacher is used, is
this professional included as
part of the team creating the
ITV programming?

95.7

3.2

3.5

100.0

3.4

3.4

87.0

3.4

3.8

Are instructional goals
formulated for the subject
matter content?
Is a scope and sequence of the
specific subject matter con
tent established for an ITV
series?
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Are instructional sub-goals
(task analysis) established
for units or sub-units to
organize subject matter into
tele-lessons or tele-lesson
segments?

52.6

3.0

2.4

Are behavioral objectives (if
any) established for inclu
sion in individual tele
lessons?

60.0

3.6

2.7

In writing specific objec
tives (instructional goals),
are all performance levels
established in order and
sequence of ITV tele-lessons
to be presented?

47.1

3. 2

2.4

In script writing, are spe
cific objectives used to
develop each ITV presentation'

90.9

3.6

3.0

Is there adequate repetition
of the information presented
in each tele-lesson to-insure
maximum mastery or retention?

94.7

2.2

2.8

Is the prime purpose of CATV
distributed programming basic
(course content) instruction
rather than supplemental or
enrichment (ETV) usually
available from off-the-air
ETV broadcast stations?

36.8

2.0

3.0
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

B.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Production and Distribution
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Does the production staff or
team include teaching pro
fessionals as content or
methodology specialists?

95.7

3.5

3.2

If graphics are to be used in
ITV production, are the
graphics prepared by graphics
media or audiovisual special
ists under the direction of
the involved staff or team?

73.9

2.3

3.1

In film productions or seg
ments, cire cinemagraphics or
movie making techniques
(filming segments for later
editing and assembly) used in
creating non-lecture presen
tations?

61.9

2.3

2.3

If TV cameras are the primary
production means, are TV
techniques (editing through
the camera, multiple cameras,
etc.) also used in addition
to cinemagraphic techniques?

82.6

3.0

3.1

Is color production required
if science, home economics,
most art subjects, etc.,
tele-lessons are produced?

59.1

2.2

2.4

Is a film/slide chain availa
ble for use in assembly of
an ITV production?

65.2

3.0

2.7
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

26,

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Is editing the exclusive
role of a TV technician or
TV media specialist working
under guidelines established
beforehand?

81.8

3.2

3.2

Does either the producer or
the production team have the
final determination of
whether the instructional
goals have been met?

63.2

3.5

2.9

In an ITV series, is each
ITV presentation scheduled
for delivery at a predicta
ble time?

91.3

3.5

3.3

Have the CATV operator's
rules for use of the "educa
tional access" channel been
clearly defined and estab
lished prior to local ITV
production?

63.6

3.2

2.4

Does the CATV operator's
rules allow a school system
a choice of open circuit
(regular CATV channel) or a
closed circuit channel?

35.0

3.0

2.7

Does the CATV operator's
rules include definitions of
terminology (origination,
access, etc.) acceptable to
both the school system and
the operator?

81.2

3.0

2.7
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Does the CATV operator's rules
allow the use of a film or
video format compatible to
the school system's produc
tion capability?

95.0

3.0

3.1

Are the CATV operator's rules
or any contractual arrange
ments accepted by the school
system prior to any local ITV
production for CATV distribu
tion?

68.8

3.0

1.9

Are all schools within the
CATV service area which are
to receive ITV via cable tele
vision suitably wired and
connected to the CATV system?

52.4

2.8

2.8

Do all schools within the
school system not accessible
to CATV receive the same ITV
programming or videocassettes
or other playback means?

44.4

3.0

2.5

Are pre-teaching materials
(overview of tele-lessons)
prepared and distributed to
teachers prior to student
viewing?

82.6

3.6

2.9

Are workshops conducted for
teachers who are to utilize
the ITV programming?

77.3

3.8

2.9

Have ITV-type presentations
been used as a medium of inservice training for
teachers?

91.3

3.2

2.9
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

C.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

If required for the ITV pre
sentation (s) , are student
syllabi prepared and dis
tributed prior to student
viewing?

54.5

3.6

2.5

If required for the ITV pre
sentation (s) , are student
study guides, reading and
reference lists and/or
suggested activities prepared
and distributed prior to stu
dent viewing?

70.0

3.4

2.4

Is ITV programming scheduled
for delivery at a time con
current with the scope and
sequence schedule established
for the ITV course?

89.5

3.6

2.7

Do classroom teachers have a
choice to include or exclude
their classes from ITV pro
gramming exposure?

100.0

3.0

3.2

Do the teachers which utilize
the ITV programming have an
opportunity for comment and
feedback?

95.7

3.4

3.2

75.0

3.3

3.1

Evaluation
44.

Is an assessment of the video
medium (via CATV) as an
instructional instrument made
by the teachers who utilize
the ITV programming?
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Table 2 (continued)

Weighted
Value Ratings
Evaluative Criteria

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

Respondents
practice
percent

Panel
of
experts

Local
practi
tioners

Is an assessment of the video
medium (via CATV) as an
instructional instrument made
by the students who receive
the ITV programming?

40.0

3.3

2.6

For proper evaluation of
final learnings (exit skills)
are pre-tests administered to
students prior to ITV
exposure?

16.7

3.5

1.8

Are final student test
results diagnoses to deter
mine the instructional
effectiveness of the ITV
programming?

35.0

3.5

1.8

Are results of the student
tests available to those ITV
teachers for analysis and
follow-through efforts?

46.7

3.4

2.0

Are common (content material)
tests administered to all
receiving instruction via
CATV?

33.3

3.4

2.6

Are teachers who utilize such
ITV programming as a part of
their instructional efforts
surveyed to judge the
instructional effectiveness
of the ITV material?

89.5

3.7

3.2

Chapter 5

SUMMARY, SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was formulated in a response to a need to inform
elementary and secondary school administrators of some aspects of ad
vanced instructional technology, educational uses of cable television,
as well as to provide an instrument to evaluate the production of
instructional television materials.

Because the FCC mandated one free

educational access channel on cable television systems in the top 100
TV market areas, the study was restricted to ITV materials produced
by elementary and secondary schools for distribution via CATV.

SUMMARY

Degree of Practice of Evaluative Criteria

Introduction.

In Table 3 on page

88 , the degree of practice

of the evaluative criteria by local practitioners is summarized.
categories were used to indicate the variances.

They are:

Five

practiced

extensively (95.0% to 100.0%), practiced widely (56.7% to 94.9%),
practiced by a majority (50.1% to 66.6%), practiced by less than a
majority (33.4% to 50.0%), and practiced by a few (0.0% to 33.3%).

Criteria Practiced Extensively.
criteria were practiced extensively.

Only eight of the fifty

Of these, four dealt with the

composition and role of the teams involved in the ITV production.
Teaching professionals, TV media specialists, and the "on-camera1'
84
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teacher were included in the planning and development phases.
were in the role of content and methodology specialists.

Teachers

Instructional

goals for the ITV production were formulated in early planning.
Teachers had a choice to exclude their classes from ITV exposure and
also had the opportunity for feedback.

The only criterion extensively

practiced was the one which dealt with the CATV operator's rules of
use involving film or video formats (acceptable by the cable television
system) being compatible with the school system's production
capability.

None of the criteria in the evaluation phase was

practiced extensively.

Criteria Practiced Widely.

The largest number of criteria

practiced was in this category, with twenty-three criteria noted.
Student instructional needs, methodology, and the television medium
were assessed in the planning and development phases.

In the

production phase, graphics and the technical aspects of ITV production
were handled by specialists.

Most criteria dealing with print media

aids to televised instruction were widely practiced.

Both criteria

relating to inservice training, ITV teacher workshops, and the use of
ITV-type presentations as an inservice medium were widely used.

It

would appear that school utilization of CATV for ITV program delivery
at a predictable time and concurrent with the established scope and
sequence of courses would have rated a higher practice, since this
should be one of the appealing aspects of CATV utilization by a school
system.

In the evaluation phase, only teacher assessment of ITV

programs and a survey of these assessments were widely used.
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Criteria Practiced by a Majority.

Several planning criteria

were noted dealing with more detailed instructional design techniques,
The utilization of behavioral objectives was noted in this frequency.
Due to the involved psychological planning and acting skills necessary,
this type of ITV programming could be best accomplished by better
funded and sophisticated production units.

In the production phase,

criteria regarding film production, color TV production and the
availability of a film/slide chain were practiced by a majority of the
respondents.

Due to the expense involved, the latter probably could

not be ejected to rate higher frequency.

The CATV operator's rules

of use of the educational access channel being clearly defined and
established prior to local ITV production was another criterion.

The

rating in this frequency was possibly related to the number of respon
dents to the informational cover sheet indicating a lack of written
rules and those poor relationships between schools and some CATV
operators which were reported.

Another criterion in this category

involved the internal wiring of schools to distribute the CATV
delivered ITV programming, which would involve an expense to schools.
None of the evaluation phase criteria were identified in this degree
of practice.

Criteria Practiced by Less than a Majority.

Four of the

seven unmet criteria in this frequency distribution were widely
dissimilar.

The question regarding local ITV productions being for

basic (course content) instruction was biased since prior research
reflected an even distribution with enrichment programming.

Another

criterion questioned whether the schools had a choice of an open or a
closed-circuit CATV channel.

The availability of a closed-circuit

channel would have involved an additional expense to the cable
television company.

One criterion practiced to this degree by the

respondents involved developing instructional goals for the ITV
production based on general student performance levels in an order and
sequence of the ITV tele-lessons to be presented.

This appeared to be

poor pedegogical practice to not practice this criterion.
evaluation criteria appeared in this distribution.

Three

One of these dealt

with final student tests being diagnosed (few common content tests were
given as reported in the next category) which reflected on another
criterion involving these test results being available to classroom
ITV teachers.

Several experts predicted that evaluations of local

ITV productions would be found to be infrequently practiced.

Criteria Practiced by a Few.

Only two criteria attained this

low degree of practice, both in the evaluation phase.

From the survey

results obviously few common (content material) tests were admin
istered to ITV students.

Even fewer pre-tests were given.

Table 3
Summary of the Degree of Practice of the Evaluative Criteria by Local practitioners

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extensa
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

A. Planning and Development
1.

Do local educators identify a need
to create video instructional
material?

X

2.

Are methods and means (other than
ITV ) analyzed to determine exist
ing instructional adequacy?

X

3.

Is a survey made or consideration
given to determine the target
population?

X

4.

Is a survey made or consideration
given to determine the specific
characteristics of the target
(student) audience?

X

5.

Is a survey made or consideration
given to determine the learner's
needs based on generally
acquired competencies?

X

1Practiced
ay a
Majority
50.1% to
66 .6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.3%
33.4% to
50.0%

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

6.

Is a survey made or consideration
given to determine the specific
learning expectations (exit skills)
to be acquired from the ITV
presentation(s) or series?

7.

Is an analysis made of the type,
amount, methodology, etc., requir
ed to accomplish the locally
defined instructional objectives?

8.

Are forms of distribution other than
cable television considered?

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

X

X

X

9.

Does the team to create and produce
the instructional tele-lessons
include local teachers and/or
instructional supervisors?

X

10.

Are media (TV) specialists included
in the team creating and producing
the ITV materials?

X

11.

If a TV teacher is used, is this
professional included as part of
the team creating the ITV
programming?

X

12.

Are instructional goals formulated
for the subject matter content?

X

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.3%
33.4% to
50.0%

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.4% to
33.3%
50.0%

X

13.

Is a scope and sequence of the
specific subject matter content
established for an ITV series?

14.

Are instructional sub-goals (task
analysis) established for units or
sub-units to organize subject
matter into tele-lessons or tele
lesson segments?

X

15.

Are behavioral objectives (if any)
established for inclusion in
individual tele-lessons?

X

16.

In writing specific objectives
(instructional goals), are all
performance levels established in
order and sequence of ITV tele
lessons to be presented?

17.

In script writing, are specific
objectives used to develop each
ITV presentation?

X

18.

Is there adequate repetition of the
information presented in each
tele-lesson to insure maximum
mastery or retention?

X

'

X

1

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

19.

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
ay a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

X

Is the prime purpose of CATV dist
ributed programming basic (course
content) instruction rather than
supplemental or enrichment (ETV)
usually available from off-the-air
ETV broadcast stations?

B. Production and Distribution
20.

Does the production staff or team
include teaching professionals as
content or methodology specialists?

21.

If graphics are to be used in ITV
production, are graphics prepared
by graphic, media, or audiovisual
specialists under the direction
of the involved staff or team?

22.

In film productions or segments, are
cinemagraphic or movie making
techniques (filming segments for
later editing and assembly) used in
creating non-lecture presentations?

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.4% to
33.3%
50.0%

X

X

X

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

X

23.

If TV cameras are the primary produc
tion means, are TV techniques
(editing through the camera, multi
ple cameras, etc.) used in addition
to cinemagraphic techniques?

24.

Is color production required if
science, home economics, most art
subjects, etc., tele-lessons are
produced?

X

25.

Is a film/slide chain available for
use in assembly of an ITV produc
tion?

X

26.

Is editing the exclusive role of a TV
technician or TV media specialist
working under guidelines
established beforehand?

27.

Does either the producer or the
production team have the final
determination of whether the
instructional goals have been met?

28.

In an ITV series, is each ITV presen
tation scheduled for delivery at a
predictable time?

X

X

X

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.4% to
33.3%
50.0%

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

29.

Have the CATV operator's rules for
use of the educational access
channel been clearly defined and
established prior to local ITV
production?

30.

Does the CATV operator's rules
allow a school system a choice of
open circuit (regular CATV channel)
or a closed-circuit channel?

31.

Does the CATV operator's rules
include definitions of terminology
(origination, access, etc.)
acceptable to both the school
system and the operator?

32.

Does the CATV operator's rules allow
the use of a film or video format
compatible to the school system's
production capability?

33.

Are the CATV operator's rules or any
contractual arrangements accepted
by the school system prior to any
local ITV production for CATV
distribution?

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

i

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Pew
0.0% to
Majority
33.3%
33.4% to
50.0%

X

X

X

X

X

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

34.

Are all schools within the CATV
service area which are to receive
ITV via cable television suitably
wired and connected to the CATV
system?

35.

Do all schools within the school
system not accessible to CATV
receive the same ITV programming
by videocassettes or other
playback means?

36.

Are pre-teaching materials (overview
of tele-lessons) prepared and dis
tributed to teachers prior to
student viewing?

X

37.

Are workshops conducted for teachers
who are to utilize the ITV
programming?

X

38.

Have ITV-type presentations been used
as a medium of inservice training
for teachers?

X

39.

If required for the ITV presentation,
are student syllabi prepared and
distributed prior to student
viewing?

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
Majority
0.0% to
33.4% to
33.3%
50.0%

X

X

X

Table 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

40.

If required for the ITV presentation,
are student study guides, reading
and reference lists or suggested
activities prepared and distributed
prior to student viewing?

X

41.

Is ITV programming scheduled for
delivery at a time concurrent with
the scope and sequence schedule
established for the ITV course?

X

42.

Do classroom teachers have a choice
to include or exclude their classes
from ITV programming exposure?

X

43.

Do the teachers who utilize the
ITV programming have an opportunity
for comment and feedback?

X

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.3%
33.4% to
50.0%

C. Evaluation
44.

Is an assessment of the video medium
(via CATV) as an instructional
instrument made by the teachers
who utilize the ITV programming?

45.

Is an assessment of the video medium
(via CATV) as an instructional
instrument made by the students who
receive the ITV programming?

X

X

Tabel 3 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Practiced
Extens
ively
95.0% to
100.0%

Practiced
Widely
66.7% to
94.9%

Practiced
by a
Majority
50.1% to
66.6%

Practiced by Practiced
Less than a by a Few
0.0% to
Majority
33.3%
33.4% to
50.0%
X

46.

For proper evaluation of final
learnings (exit skills), are pre
tests administered to students
prior to ITV exposure?

47.

Tire final student test results
diagnosed to determine the
instructional effectiveness of
the ITV programming?

X

48.

Are the results of the student tests
available to those ITV teachers for
analysis and follow through
efforts?

X

49.

Are common (content material) tests
administered to all receiving
instruction via CATV?

50.

Are teachers who utilize such ITV
programming as a part of their
instructional efforts surveyed
to judge the instructional
effectiveness of the ITV material?

X

X

<o
ffi
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Degree of Disparity in the Opinions of the
Panel of Experts and Local Practitioners

Introduction.

In Table 4 on page 100, the degree of disparity

in the opinions of the panel of experts and local practitioners
relative to the evaluative criteria is summarised.
were used to indicate the variances.

They are:

Three categories

no significant

disparity (less than +_ .5), some disparity (+_ .5 or more but less than
+ 1.0) , and significant disparity (jh 1.0 or more) .

No Significant Disparity.

In the planning and development

phases, twelve of the nineteen criteria reflected no significant
disparity between the opinions of the panel of experts and the local
practitioners.

Fourteen of the twenty-four criteria met with this

general degree of approval in the production and distribution phases.
Only two of the seven criteria in the evaluation phase showed no
significant degree of disparity.
Of the twenty-eight criteria noted in this distribution, seven
were rated hi rher in value by the local practitioners than by the
panel of experts.

The determination of characteristics of the student

population, the inclusion of the TV teacher as a part of the planning
and development team, the use of TV production techniques, the
requirement of color production for certain subject areas, CATV
operator's rules allowing film or video formats compatible to the
school system's production capability, and the choice of teachers to
exclude their classes from ITV exposure were the criteria with value
ratings by local practitioners ranking higher than the panel of experts.
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In this distribution showing no significant disparity, groups
of criteria dealing with the following general subject areas were
identified:

characteristics and needs assessment of the target

population, the composition of the team to create and produce the ITV
programming, basic TV production techniques, the role of the CATV
operator's rules relating to production and distribution of the school
system's ITV materials, the teacher's choice of ITV use and feedback,
and a teacher's evaluation of ITV as a medium as well as ITV's
instructional effectiveness.

Some Disparity.

In the planning and development phases, six

of the nineteen criteria reflected some disparity between the opinions
of the panel of experts and local practitioners.

Seven of the twenty-

four criteria met with some degree of disparity in the production and
distribution phases.

Only one of the seven criteria in the evaluation

phase showed some disparity.
Of the fourteen criteria noted in this distribution, only two
were rated higher in value by the local practitioners than by the
panel of experts.

The consideration of adequate repetition for

mastery in the design of the ITV programming and the utilization of
graphic specialists were the criteria with value ratings by the local
practitioners ranking higher than the panel of experts.
In this distribution showing some disparity, groups of criteria
dealing with the following general areas were identified:

the design

of the ITV programming by objectives and instructional goals, the role
of the producer, the distribution (via CATV) procedures or rules of use
of the educational access channel, and the delivery of ITV programming
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via cable television.

Individual criteria dealing with student

evaluation of ITV as an instructional instrument and the availability
of playback of ITV programs to schools not connected to CATV were noted.

Significant Disparity.

In the planning and development phases,

only one of the nineteen criteria reflected significant disparity
between the opinions of the panel of experts and the local practitioners.
Only three of the twenty-four criteria met with this degree of
disparity in the production and distribution phases.

A majority, four

of seven, of the criteria in the evaluation phase showed significant
disparity.

Of the eight criteria noted in this distribution, none

were rated higher in value by the local practitioners than by the
panel of experts.
In this distribution showing significant disparity, student
oriented, printed ITV material, student pre- and post-tests, and the
related use

of these tests were the only groups of criteria identified.

The criteria identifying locally produced ITV materials for basic
course content rather than for enrichment, and the cr Iterion dealing
with the CATV operator's rules or contractual arrangements with the
school system prior to local ITV production were also noted for having
significant disparity.

Table 4
Summary of the Degree of Disparity in the Opinions of the Panel of Experts
and Local Practitioners Relative to the Evaluative Criteria

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity (less
than + .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
+ 1.0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

A. Planning and Development
X

Do local educators identify a need to create
video instructional materials?

2.

Are methods and means (other than ITV) anal
ysed to determine existing instructional
adequacy?

X

3.

Is a survey made or consideration given to
determine the target population?

X

4.

Is a survey made or consideration given to
determine the specific characteristics of
the target (student) audience?

xa

5.

Is a survey made or consideration given to
determine the learner's needs based on
generally acquired competencies?

X

6.

Is a survey made or consideration given to
determine the the specific learning
expectations (exit skills) to be acquired
from the ITV presentation(s) or series?

X

7.

Is an analysis made of the type, amount,
methodology, etc., required to accomplish
the locally defined instructional
objectives?

X

100

1.

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
+ 1.0)

8.

Are forms of distribution other than
cable television considered?

X

9.

Does the team to create and produce the
instructional tele-lessons include local
teachers and/or instructional supervisors?

X

10.

Are media (ITV) specialists included in the
team creating and producing the ITV
materials?

X

11.

If a TV teacher is used, is this professional
included as part of the team creating the
ITV programming?

Xa

12.

Are instructional goals formulated for the
subject matter content?

X

13.

Is a scope and sequence of the specific
subject matter content established for
an ITV series?

Xa

14.

Are instructional sub-goals (task analysis)
established for units or sub-units to
organize subject matter into tele-lessons
or tele-lesson segments?

X

15.

Are behavioral objectives (if any)estab
lished for inclusion in tele-lessons?

X

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

Ho Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
£ 1.0)

Significant
Disparity
(+_ 1.0 or more)

I

id.

In writing specific objectives (instructional
goals), are all performance levels estab
lished in order and sequence of the
ITV tele-lessons to be presented?

X

17.

In script writing, are specific objectives
used to develop each ITV presentation?

X

18.

Is there adequate repetition of the inform
ation presented in each tele-lesson to
insure maximum mastery or retention?

Xa

19.

Is the prime purpose of ChTV distributed
programming basic (course content) instruct
ion rather than supplemental or enrichment
(ETV) usually available from off-the-air
ETV broadcast stations?

xa

B. Production and Distribution
20.

Does the production staff or team include
teaching professionals as content or
methodology specialists?

21,

If graphics are to be used in ITV production,
are the graphics prepared by graphics,
media, or audiovisual specialists under the
direction of the involved staff or team?

X

Xa

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

22.

In film productions or segments, are cinemagraphic or movie making techniques (filming
segments for later editing and assembly)
used in creating non-lecture presentations?

X

23.

If TV cameras are the primary production
means, are TV techniques (editing through
the camera, multiple cameras, etc.) also
used in addition to cinemagraphic
techniques?

Xa

24.

Is color production required if science, home
economics, most art subjects, etc., tele
lessons are produced?

Xa

25.

Is a film/slide chain available for use in
assembly of an ITV production?

X

26.

Is editing the exclusive role of a TV
technician or TV media specialist working
under guidelines established beforehand?

X

27.

Does either the producer or the production
team have the final determination of
whether the instructional goals have
been met?

28.

In an ITV series, is each ITV presentation
scheduled for delivery at a predictable
time?

1Some Disparity
{+ .5 or more
but less than
+ 1-0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

X

X
103
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Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity
(less than +. .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
+ 1-0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

X

29.

Have the CATV operator1s rules for use of the
educational access channel been clearly
defined and established prior to local
ITV production?

30.

Does the CATV operator1s rules allow a school
system a choice of open circuit (regular
CATV channel) or a closed-circuit channel?

X

31.

Does the CATV operator's rules include defin
itions of terminology (origination, access,
etc.) acceptable to both the school system
and the operator?

X

32.

Does the CATV operator's rules allow the use
of a film or video format compatible to the
school system's production capability?

xa

33.

Are the CATV operator1s rules or any contract
ual arrangements accepted by the school
system prior to any local ITV production
for CATV distribution?

34.

Are all schools within the CATV service area
which are to receive ITV via cable tele
vision suitably wired and connected to the
CATV system?

35.

Do all schools within the school system not
accessible to CATV receive the same ITV
programming on videocassettes or other play
back means?

X

X

X

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
±. 1.0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

36.

Are pre-teaching materials (overview of tele
lessons) prepared and distributed to
teachers prior to student viewing?

X

37.

Are workshops conducted for teachers who are
to utilize the ITV programming?

X

38.

Have ITV-type presentations been used as a
medium of inservice training for teachers?

39.

If required for the ITV presentation(s), are
student syllabi prepared and distributed
prior to student viewing?

X

40.

If required for the ITV presentation(s), are
student study guides, reading and reference
lists and/or suggested activities prepared
and distributed prior to student viewing?

X

41.

Is ITV programming scheduled for delivery at a
time concurrent with the scope and sequence
schedule established for the ITV course?

42.

Do classroom teachers have a choice to include
or exclude their classes from ITV
programming exposure?

43.

Do the teachers who utilize the ITV program
ming have an opportunity for comment and
feedback?

X

X

Xa

X

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

No Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
±. 1.0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

C. Evaluation
X

44.

Is an assessment of the video medium (via
CATV) as an instructional instrument made by
the teachers who utilize the ITV
programming?

45.

Is an assessment of the video medium (via
CATV) as as instructional instrument made by
the students who receive the ITV
programming?

46.

For proper evaluation of final learnings
(exit skills), are pre-tests administered
to students prior to ITV exposure?

X

47.

Are final student test results diagnosed to
determine the instructional effectiveness
of the ITV programming?

X

48.

Are the results of the student tests available
to those ITV teachers for analysis and
follow through efforts?

X

49.

Are common (content material) tests
administered to all receiving instruction
via CATV?

X

X

Table 4 (continued)

Evaluative Criteria

50.

Are teachers who utilize such ITV programming
as a part of their instructional efforts
surveyed to judge the instructional
effectiveness of the ITV material?

No Significant
Disparity
(less than + .5)

X

Some Disparity
(+ .5 or more
but less than
± 1.0)

Significant
Disparity
(+ 1.0 or more)

loa
SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS

Introduction.

In Table 5 on page 114, the degree of disparity

in the opinions of the panel of experts and local practitioners and
the degree of practice of the local practitioners as applied to the
evaluative criteria were compared.

The table was divided into three

categories corresponding with the divisions of the evaluative cri
teria.

They were:

planning and development criteria, production and

distribution criteria, and evaluation criteria.

Notations as "a"

(following the criterion number) were made in the table to indicate
that the local practitioners had rated the criterion higher than did
the panel of experts.

Planning and Development Criteria.

Criteria 9, 10, 11 ,

and 12 were practiced extensively and showed no significant disparity.
Local practitioners rated these four criteria at 3.4 or higher,
which implied a very high regard for the planning processes repre
sented.

These criteria dealt with the personnel [teaching profes

sionals (Criterion 9), TV media specialist (Criterion 10), the oncamera TV teacher (Criterion lla )] comprising the team to create the
ITV programming and Criterion 12, which involved the use of
instructional goals to formulate the ITV subject matter content.
Criteria 2, 3, 4a , 5 and 8 were practiced widely and showed
significant disparity.

These criteria involved a needs assessment

of the students as well as an assessment of the audiovisual and
distribution media available.

Also in this grouping was Criterion

13a , which dealt with a scope and sequence being established for
an ITV series.

Local practitioners rated all criteria in this

grouping at 2.8 or higher on a possible 4.0 scale.
Criterion 7, dealing with the methodology needed to accomplish
the ITV instructional goals, showed no significant disparity and was
practiced by a majority of the respondents.

With a 2.9 value rating

by local practitioners, this procedure was found to be practiced at
a low level.
Some disparity was noted for Criteria 1, 17, and 18a , which
were widely practiced.

The local educators' identification of a

need for the ITV material (Criterion 1) rated 2.8 by the local
practitioners.

Script writing, using specific instructional objec

tives (Criterion 17) and the inclusion of adequate repetition for
mastery in the ITV programs (Criterion 18a) indicating a strong local
opinion, with 3.0 and 2.8 value ratings respectively.

Both were

practiced by more than 90 percent of the respondents.
Criteria 14 and 15 showed some disparity and were practiced by
a majority of the respondents.

These criteria dealt with instruc

tional and behavioral objectives being used to develop tele-lessons.
Criterion 16 was practiced by less than a majority and showed some
disparity.

This criterion dealt with the use of instructional sub

goals (task analysis) in a sequence based on students' performance
levels.
The experts rated Criterion 19a at 2.0.

Other research

showed differing opinions on whether the prime purpose of locally
produced ITV programming should be for basic (course content) instruc
tion, as the question favored, or ITV for enrichment.

While barely

one-third of the respondents (less than a majority) acknowledged
the practice, they rated the criterion at 3.0, showing significant
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disparity and a higher opinion than the experts.

The significance of

this observation was that the local educational cablecasters feel that
their production efforts should be directed toward more basic (course
content) ITV programming.

None of the other correlating groupings

of the planning and development criteria of Table 5 noted any
entries.

Production and Distribution Criteria.

Criteria 20, 32, 42a ,

and 43 were practiced extensively and showed no significant disparity.
Local practitioners rated these criteria at 3.1 or 3.2, which implied
a high regard for these procedures.

Criterion 20 considered teaching

professionals on the production team as content or methodology
specialists.

CATV operator's rules of educational access use which

allowed a film or video format compatible with the school system’s
production capability was Criterion 32a , which was more highly valued
by the local practitioners.

In the distribution aspect, the choice

of teachers to exclude their classes from local ITV exposure
(Criterion 42a) appeared to be a strong advocacy for "academic
freedom," while Criterion 43 involved the availability of a "feedback"
mechanism for the teacher's ITV-related comments.
Widely practiced Criteria 23a , 26, 28, 31, and 38 showed no
significant disparity.

Criteria 23a and 26 involved the technical

aspects of TV production; TV camera techniques and the utilization
of a TV technician for editing, respectively.
over 80 percent of the survey respondents.

Both were practiced by

A predictable time for

ITV delivery via CATV (Criterion 28) , necessary definitions to be
included in the CATV operator's rules of use (Criterion 31), and the

Ill
utilization of ITV-type presentations far the inservice training of
teachers {Criterion 38) were factors relating to CATV distribution
located in this grouping.
Production Criterion 22, regarding movie making techniques;
Criterion 24a , requiring color TV production in certain subject areas;
and Criterion 25, concerning the availability of a film/slide chain
for assembly of an ITV production were practiced by a majority of the
respondents and showed no significant disparity.

It was disappointing

to find Criterion 34 in this grouping, which inquired about schools
accessible to the CATV system being connected and suitably wired to
receive the cablecast ITV programs.
As expected, Criterion 30 was practiced by less than a
majority (35 percent) of the respondents and showed no significant
disparity.

The availability of a closed-circuit CATV channel was

not required by the FCC.

While possibly having some desirable uses

by schools, this arrangement meant that an additional expense would
be incurred by the CATV operator.
Some disparity was noted for Criteria 21a , 36, 37, and 41,
which were widely practiced.

Graphics for ITV productions should be

prepared by graphic or media specialists was the subject of Criterion
21a , which was more highly valued by local practitioners than by the
experts.

Pre-teaching materials, prepared and delivered prior to

cablecasting (Criterion 36) and the conducting of workshops for
teachers (Criterion 37) dealt with ITV utilization in this grouping.
A distribution factor, the scheduling and delivery of ITV programming
concurrent with the scope and sequence for the ITV course, was the
subject of Criterion 41.
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A majority of respondents practiced Criteria 27 and 29 where
some disparity was noted.

The first dealt with the producer's role

in the final determination of whether the instructional goals of the
ITV programs had been met, while the latter involved CATV operator's
rules for use of the educational access channel being clearly defined
prior to local ITV production.

Criterion 25, which regarded an

equity position of schools not accessible to CATV having the means
to "playback” the recorded ITV programming, was practiced by less than
a majority of the respondents and reflected some degree of disparity.
Significant disparity was noted for Criteria 33 and 40, which
were widely practiced.

Contractual obligations or CATV operator's

rules should be accepted or rejected by a school system prior to local
ITV production was the subject of Criterion 33.

Criterion 40, as well

as Criterion 39 (both practiced by a majority and showed significant
disparity), dealt with ancillary printed ITV materials.
highly regarded by the panel of experts.

Both were

None of the other

correlated groupings of the production and distribution criteria of
Table 5 noted any entries.

Evaluation Criteria.

Of the seven criteria in this section

of Table 5, none were practiced extensively or by a majority of the
respondents.

Only Criteria 44 and 50 were widely practiced.

These

showed no significant disparity between the opinion of local prac
titioners and the panel of experts.

Criterion 44 regarded the

teacher’s assessment of the video medium (via CATV) as an instruc
tional instrument and was practiced by 75 percent of the respondents.
Criterion 50 regarded teachers' assessment of the ITV programming
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for instructional effectiveness and was practiced by 89.5 percent of
the respondents.
Criterion 45 showed some disparity, while Criteria 47 and 48
evidenced significant disparity.
majority of the respondents.

All were practiced by less than a

These dealt with student assessment of

the video medium via CATV (Criterion 45) , final student test results
being used to determine the effectiveness of the ITV programs
(Criterion 47), and the results of student tests being available to
teachers for analysis and follow through efforts.
Criterion 49 was practiced by a few respondents and evidenced
some disparity.

This practice involved the administration of common

(content material) tests to all ITV students-

The criterion regarding

pre-tests (Criterion 46) was practiced by few respondents, 16.7 per
cent, and showed significant disparity.

It was obvious from the low

degree of practice, as well as the divergence of opinions between
local practitioners and the panel of experts, that student testing
was practiced very little and lightly regarded local elementary and
secondary school ITV cablecasters.
In summary, none of the criteria in this section of Table 5
was regarded by local practitioners higher than the panel of experts.
Several members of the panel of experts had predicted that evaluation
of local ITV production, while highly desirable, would be found to
be practiced very little.
In general, Table 5 showed that for all fifty criteria, none
which were practiced extensively, reflected significant disparity or
some disparity.

Likewise, none of the criteria which was practiced by

a few of the respondents evidenced no significant disparity.

Table 5

A Comparison of the Degree of Disparity in the Opinions of the Panel of Experts and Local Practitioners
ane the Degree of Practice of the Local Practitioners as Applied to the Evaluative Criteria
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Table ^ (continued)

B. Production and Distribution Criteria
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C. Evaluation Criteria
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the summary and significant findings, the following
recommendations seem warranted:
1.

School administrators should use the established evaluative

criteria in planning and implementing local ITV production for distri
bution via CATV.
2.

School administrators should be more concerned with

evaluations of local ITV productions.
3.

School administrators should insist that instructional

objectives and performance levels be established in the design of ITV
productions and that these objectives and performance levels be
included in an instructionally effective sequence of presentation.
4.

Cable television is presently available in many communities

and should be seriously considered as a distribution medium for locally
produced instructional television programs.

Failure of local educa

tional authorities to use educational access channels might result in
the discontinuation of the FCC mandated status of educational access
channels in the top 100 TV market areas.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER TO KNOWLEDGEABLE PERSON

February 27, 1976

Dear
This is an appeal to you, as one of the knowledgeables in the
field, to assist in research involving Instructional Television.
Please identify (and give addresses, if possible) five to seven
of the most informed persons in the following areas:

Evaluative Criteria

for Elementary and Secondary Instructional Television Development and
Production.

These may be authorities with general knowledge of the sub

ject or may have specific expertise in various phases of ITV programming,
such as Planning, Development, Production, or Evaluation.
You may find the attached statement of my research problem and
title page helpful in making your nominations.

It would be quite

legitimate to nominate yourself if you feel so qualified.
I would appreciate your early consideration of this request.
Sincerely,

Harvey W. Cannon, Jr.
2328 Woodland Ridge Boulevard
Baton Rouge,..Louisiana 70816
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APPENDIX B

LETTER TO PROPOSED PANELIST

March 22, 1976

Dear
You have been recommended to me as a person knowledgeable in the
field of my dissertation research.

My doctoral committee requires that

I establish a panel of experts to validate a tentative set of evaluative
criteria.

I would like to ask you to serve on such a panel.

My disser

tation problem and procedures are enclosed for your examination.

Please

reply via the enclosed post card.
Should you agree to serve, I would mail you a copy of my tenta
tive criteria by late June or early July.

Your comments would be

received and the criteria revised, if necessary.

If a revision is to be

made, the adjusted criteria would be returned to you for your inspection.
I feel that such a set of criteria would be valuable to any
practitioner of our profession.
I would appreciate your early response to this request.

Should

you agree to assist me in this project, I would be eternally grateful.
Sincerely,

Harvey W. Cannon, Jr.
2828 Woodland Ridge Boulevard
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70816

LETTER REGARDING THE RESEARCH
L
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n i v e r s i t y

m e c h a n ic a l

c o lle g e

B A T O N R O U G E • L O U I S I A N A • 70803
UREAU

O F E D U C A T IO N A L M A T E R IA L S
AN D RESEARCH

CO LLED E

C p K
T C D .

17
A / ,

O F E D U C A T IO N

Mr. Harvey Cannon is conducting doctoral disser
tation research on evaluative criteria for local p rac
tices and procedures for production of instructional
video materials for distribution via cable television.
This Bureau is very interested in this study
and would appreciate any courtesy you may be able to
extend to Mr. Cannon.
I hope that you will be able to
help in researching this timely topic.
Sincerely,

(J. 'JZtf'jG/V'.
C. Robert Blackmon
Director, Bureau of Educational
Materials and Research

CRB/cz
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APPENDIX D

PANEL OF EXPERTS

Mr. J. Warren Binns, Jr., Director
Instructional Television Services
State Department of Education
Tallahassee, Florida
Mr. Thomas F. Clayton, Manager
Communications Media
Hewlett-Packard Company
Palo Alto, California
(formerly with San Diego County ITV Consortium)
Dr. Robert E. deKeiffer, Coordinator
Library/Media Program
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Dr. Thomas U. Foster, Coordinator
Instructional Television Department
Grossmont College
El Cajon, California
Mr. Lyle Mettler, Manager
KWSU-TV
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington
Dr. Elwood E. Miller, Director
Educational Media Center
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
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APPENDIX E

LETTER TO PANELIST

July 5, 1976

Dear
Thank you for agreeing to serve on the panel of experts for this
phase of my research.

The primary thrust of this dissertation shall be

to establish an instrument by which either media or non-media oriented
school administrators may prepare for, make judgements concerning, and
consider factors involving local instructional television productions.
Educational decision makers should give consideration to certain
elements involved in the creation of their own instructional programs.
In so doing, these administrators should find an existing evaluative cri
teria helpful in making complex and probably expensive judgements.
I ask that you read the following criteria and enter your comments
by number.

If, in your opinion, any criteria have been omitted, please

enter your suggestions and comments.

Likewise, if any of the criteria

should be omitted, please respond accordingly.
Again, thank you for participating in my research.
Sincerely,

Harvey W. Cannon, Jr.
2828 Woodland Ridge Boulevard
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70816

APPENDIX F

LETTER TO POTENTIAL SURVEY RESPONDENT

January 10, 1977

nt'iir Educational Cable castor,
Your name and address has been furnished to me by the office of
Dr, Frling J orgensen at Michigan State University as one who responded
to a previous survey. The results of this survey were reported in
Audiovisual Instruction, May 1975.
I w o u l d appreciate your response to the cover sheet as well as
the fifty (50) item questionnaire.
If your school system has not produced
instructional T V materials for CATV distribution, please answer only the
cover sheet and return it to me in the enclosed envelope.
If such is the
case, 1 w o u l d be particularly interested In your comments regarding the
relationship o f the school system to the CATV system.
In any event, should you choose not to identify yourself, your
school system or the CATV operator, I would appreciate your designation
of your state as well as the parent CATV company (usually a multiple system
oierator or M.S.O.), if knovn to you.
Those items shall be compiled as
a statistic o nly in my dissertation research.
The questionnaire of fifty (50) items shall form the hulk of the
statistical d a t a for my doctoral dissertation.
It is tentatively scheduled
for publication in April o f 1977,
Your prompt response to this request
shall be g r e a t l y appreciated.
In rega r d eo the fifty (50) items of the questionnaire, your response
to each item should be a circle around the YKS or N O symbol which applies
to your eff o r t s in local ITV production, as well as another circle around
the number w h i c h you feel host reflects the value of the practice or
procedure as it has applied to your local ITV production efforts.
Each of
the fifty
(SO) items should have a response of
two 121 circles.
The
following
scale should he observed in choosino
the appropriate s;m'hol and
value number to circle,
YES m e a n s this practice or procedure is used or normally used in
the local production cf ITV materials.
NO m e a n s this practice nr procedure is never or normally not used
in the local production of ITV materials.
4 means ESSENTIAL or this practice is
always U3cd.
3 me a n s IMPORTANT or this is a valuable practice,
'J - me a n s HELPFUL or this practice is recommended hut not essential,
1 - 'e a n s OPTIONAL or this practice ray be done or considered
occasionally useful.
0 - m e a n s INSIGNIFICANT or this practice is generally of no value
o r not applicable to this school system's local ITV productions.
Thank you for your valuable time.
I hope that you shall consider
this survey and return it to me as soon as possible.
Ilarvey W, Gannon, ,Tr,
2823 Woodland Ridoe Boulevard
Baton houge, Louisiana 70B16
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APPENDIX G

INFORMATIONAL COVER SHEET

COVER SHEET

Pnuce,

T,n. 70RK.

Respondent

(your name)

Title

(your position)

School or school system

Location

(City and State)

Local CATV company

Parent CATV operator

(M.S.O.)

Indicate the

number of schools serviced by CATV,

Elem.

J r.U.S.

K .S.

Indicate the

number of schools without CATV, - -

Elem.______ Jr.U.S.

U .S.

Indicate the

number of off-the-air ETV stations received

locally. - - - - -

Return

to

Harvey

W. Cannnn , .Tr.,

2H2R

Woodland

’’idge

Mvd,,

n.iton

Indicate the number of ETV stations carried on CATV.
Does your schorl system utilize it's own TV production equipment? - - - - How m a n y hours per week does your school system occupy the CAT V channel(s)
with programming from all sources (other than ETV stations)? - - - - How m a n y hours per week does your school system occupy the CATV channel(s)
wit h locally produced materials only? (replays, etc.) - - - - - - - Of this amount of time, how many hours per w e e k does your school system
occupy the CATV channel(s) with locally produced INSTRUCTIONAL
T V material?
(duplicated count) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Of this amount of time, how many hours per week does your school system
occupy the CATV channel(s) with locally produced ITV material?
T h i s will be an unduplicated count of programming time.
- - - - - - What formats are accepted by the C A T V system?
V i d e o format
Film format

1/2"
Bmn

3/4" Cassette
___ 16mm

Self generated signal via cable?

(Check where appropriate)
l"Quad

2"Quad_____ pther^_

35mm Slides_____ Other____
L ive?

M icrowave?

Does the CATV system provide a free C ATV connection or "drop" to each school?
Briefly, what is the policy concerning multiple "drops" in the schools?

Have any problems been presented or created for the schools by the CATV operator's
"Educational Access Channel(s)“ rules of use?
If so, please note them.

llse the back of this sheet,

if more space is needed.

I would appreciate it if a copy of your o p e r a t o r ’s rules for u s e of the "Educational
Access Channel" or your agreement with the CAT V operator be included in your reply.
PLEASE CONTINUE WITH THE QUESTIONNAIRE IF YOU HAVE LOCALLY P R O DUCED ITV MATERIAL
FOP. CAT V D I S T RIBUTION ....... Thank you...
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LOCAL ITV PRODUCTION SURVEY

-p
c
o
•p
p
o
CO
S
H

rH
3
>H
'
—1
01

Optional

Insignificant

Planning and Development Phases

No 4

3

2

1

0

Yes No

4

3

2

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0

H
<0
•rl
-P
c
o
01
01
M

Question
1.

Do local educators identify a need to
create video instructional material?
2. Are methods and means (other than ITV)
analyzed to determine existing
instructional adequacy?
Is a survey made or consideration given to
determine:
3 ...... the target population?----------4 ...... the specific characteristics of the
target (student) audience?---------5 ...... the learner's needs based on
generally acquired competencies?---6 ...... the specific learning expectations
(exit skills) to be acquired from the
ITV presentation (s) or series?
7. Is an analysis made of the type, amount,
methodology, etc. required to accom
plish the locally defined instructional
objectives?------ *-------------------8. Are forms of distribution (other than
CATV) considered?
9. Does.the team to create and produce the
instructional tele-lessons include
local teachers and/or instructional
supervisors?
--- — -------- —— —
10. Are media (TV) specialists included in
the team creating and producing the
ITV materials?
—
11. If a TV teacher is used, is this profes
sional included as part of the team
creating the ITV programming?--------12. Are instructional goals formulated for
the subject matter content?
13. Is a scope and sequence of the subject
matter content established for an ITV
series?— — — -------- —— --- — —— ——— ——

Yes

Yes No

Yes

No

Yes No

4

4
4

3

3
3

2

2
2

1 0

1

0

1 0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1 0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1 0

Yes

No

4

3

2

1

0
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APPENDIX H (continued)

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Are instructional sub-goals (task
analysis) established for units or
sub-units to organize subject matter
into tele-lessons or tele-lesson
segments?- - - - - - - - - - - - - Are behavioral objectives (if any)
established for inclusion in the
individual tele-lesson?- - - - - - r
In writing specific objectives (instr
uctional goals), are all performance
levels established in order and se
quence of the ITV tele-lessons to be
presented?- - - - - - - - - - - - In script writing, are specific object
ives used to develop each ITV
presentation?- - - - - - - - - - - Is there adequate repetition of the
information presented in each tele
lesson to insure maximum mastery or
retention?- - - - - - - - - - - - Is the prime purpose of CATV distrib
uted programming basic (course cont
ent) instruction rather than supple
mental or enrichment (ETV) usually
available from off-the-air
broadcast stations?- - - - - - - - -

yes

No

4

3

2 1 0

yes

No

4

3

2 1

yes

No

4

3

2 1 0

Yes

No

4

3

2 1

0

yes

No

4

3

2 1

0

yes

No

4

3

2 1

0

Production and Distribution Phases
20.

21.

22.

23.

Does the production staff or team inc
lude teaching professionals as cont
ent or methodology specialists?- - If graphics are to be used in ITV prod
uction, are the graphics prepared by
graphic, media, or audiovisual spec
ialists under the direction of the
involved staff or team?- - - - - - In film productions or segments, are
cinemagraphic or movie making tech
niques (filming segments for later
editing and assembly) used in
creating non-lecture presentations?If TV cameras are the primary product
ion means, are TV techniques (editing
through the camera, multiple cameras,
etc.) also used in addition to cinemagraphic techniques?- - - - - - - - - -

Yes

No

4

3

Yes

No

4

3

Yes

No

4

3

Yes

No

4

3

0
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24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

Is color production required if science,
home economics, most are subjects, etc.,
tele-lessons are produced?^ Yes
Is a film/slide chain available for use
in assembly of an ITV production?- - - Yes
Is editing the exclusive role of a TV
technician or TV media specialist work
ing from guidelines established
beforehand?- - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
Does either the producer or the product
ion team have the final determination
of whether the instructional goals
have been met?- - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
In an ITV series, is each ITV presentat■ion scheduled for delivery at a
predictable time?- - - - - - - - - - Yes
Have the CATV operator1s rules for use
of the educational access channel been
defined and established prior to
local ITV production?- - - - - - - - Yes
Does the CATV operator's rules allow a
school system a choice of open circuit
(regular CATV channel) or a closedcircuit (mid-band) channel?- - - - - Yes
Does the CATV operator's rules include
definitions of terminology (originat
ion, access, etc.) acceptable to both
the school system and the operator?- Yes
Does the CATV operator's rules allow the
use of a film or video format which is
compatible to the school system’s
production capability?- - - - - - - - - Yes
Are the CATV operator's rules or any
contractual arrangements accepted by
the school system prior to any local
ITV production for CATV distribution? - Yes
Are all schools within the CATV service
area which are to receive ITV via
cable television suitably wired and
connected to the CATV system?- - - - - Yes
Do all schools within the school system
not accessible to CATV receive the
same ITV programming in videocassettes
or other playback means?- - - - - - Yes
Are pre-teaching materials (overview of
the tele-lessons) prepared and deliver
ed to teachers prior to student viewing?Yes
Are workshops conducted for teachers who
are to utilize the ITV programming?- - Yes

No
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2 1
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0
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0
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3
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0
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3
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0
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3
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0
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38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

Have iTV-type presentations been used as
a medium of inservice training for
teachers?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
If required for the ITV presentation(s),
are student syllabi prepared and
distributed prior to student viewing?- Yes
If required for the ITV presentation(s),
are student study guides, reading and
reference lists and/or suggested activi
ties prepared and distributed prior to
student viewing?- - - - - - - - - - Yes
Is ITV programming scheduled for delivery
at a time concurrent with the scope and
sequence established for the ITV course?Yes
Do classroom teachers have a choice to
include or exclude their classes from
ITV programming exposure?- - - - - - Yes
Do the teachers which utilize ITV program
ming have an opportunity for comment
and feedback?- - - - - - - - - - - - yes

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

No

4 3

2

1 0

Evaluation Phase
44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

Is an assessment of the video medium (via
CATV) as an instructional instrument
made by the teachers who utilize the
ITV programming?- - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
Is an assessment of the video medium (via
CATV) as an instructional instrument
made by the students who receive the
ITV programming?- - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
For proper evaluation of final learnings
(exit skills), are pre-tests adminis
tered to students prior to ITV exposure?Yes
Are final student test results diagnosed
to determine the instructional effect
iveness of the ITV programming?- - - - Yes
Are results of the student tests avail
able to those ITV teachers for analysis
and follow-through efforts?- - - - - Yes
Are common (content material) tests
administered to all receiving instr
uction via CATV?- - - - - - - - - - - - Yes
Are teachers who utilize such ITV program
ming as a part of their instructional
efforts surveyed to judge the instruct
ional effectiveness of the ITV materialPYes

Thank you for participating in this research. Please return this question
naire and the cover sheet in the enclosed envelope.
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EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

Planning and Development Phases
1.

Local educators identify a need to create instructional
television (ITV) material.

2.

Methods and means (other than ITV) are analyzed to determine
existing instructional adequacy.

3.

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine the
target population.

4.

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine the

specific characteristics of the target audience.
5.

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine the
learners' needs based on generally acquired competencies.

6.

A survey is made or consideration is given to determine the
specific learning expectations (exit skills) to be acquired from
the ITV presentation(s) or series.

7.

An analysis is made of the type and amount of presentation as
well as the teaching methodology required to accomplish the locally
defined instructional objectives.

8.
9.

Distribution methods (other than CATV) are considered.
Local teachers and/or instructional supervisors are included on
the team to create and produce the instructional (ITV) material.

10. Media (TV) specialists are included on the team to create and
produce the ITV materials.
11.
The on-camera TV teacher (if utilized) is included as a part of
the team creating the ITV programming.
12.
Instructional goals are formulated for the subject matter
content.
13. Scope and sequence development of the specific subject matter
content is established for an ITV series.
14. Instructional sub-goals (task analysis) are established for
units or sub-units to organize subject matter into tele-lessons or
tele-lesson segments.
15.
Behavioral objectives (if any) are established for inclusion
in individual tele-lessons.
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16.
In writing specific objectives (instructional goals), all
performance levels are established in order and sequence of ITV
tele-lessons to be presented.
17.
In script writing, specific objectives are used to develop
each ITV presentation.
18.
Repetition of the information presented in each tele-lesson
is adequate to insure maximum mastery or retention.
19.
The primary purpose of CATV distributed ITV programming is
basic (course content) instruction.

Production and Distribution Phases
20.
Teaching professionals are included on the ITV production team
as content or methodology specialists.
21.
If nesessary for the ITV production, graphics are prepared by
media or audiovisual specialists under the direction of the
involved teaching professionals.
22.
If film is used, cinemagraphic or movie making techniques are
used in productions appropriate to the film medium.
23.
Television techniques, in addition to the film methods, are
used if television cameras are the primary production means.
24.
In ITV presentations where color visuals are essential to
learning, color production is required.
25.
A film/slide chain (multiplexer or telecine) is available for
use in assembly of an ITV production.
26.
Editing is the exclusive role of a TV technician or TV media
specialist working from previously established guidelined.
27.
The final determination of whether the instructional goals
have been met is the role of the producer or the joint decision of
the production team.
28.
Each presentation of an ITV series is scheduled for delivery
at a predictable time.
29.
The CATV operator's rules of use of the educational access
channel are clearly defined prior to local ITV production.
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30.
The CATV operator’s rules of use allow the school system the
choice of a closed-circuit channel or an open (regular) CATV
channel.
31.
Definitions of terminology acceptable to schools as well as
the CATV operator are included in the rules of use of the educat
ional access channel.
32.
The CATV operator's rules of use allow the use of a film or
video format which is compatible to the school system's
production capability.
33.
Local ITV production for distribution via CATV begins only
after the operator's rules of use or any contractual arrange
ments are acceptable to the school system.
34.
All schools within the CATV service area which are to receive
ITV programming via cable television are suitably wired and
connected to the CATV system.
35.
Schools not accessible to CATV service receive the same ITV
programming by videocassettes or other playback means.
36.
All pre-teaching materials are prepared and distributed to
teachers prior to student ITV viewing.
37.
Workshops are conducted for teachers who are to utilize the
locally produced ITV programming.
38.
iTV-type presentations are used as a medium of inservice
training for teachers.
39.
Preparation and distribution student syllabi (if needed in
the ITV presentations) is accomplished prior to student viewing.
40.
Student study guides, reading lists, etc. (if needed in the
ITV presentations) are prepared and distributed prior to
student viewing.
41.
ITV programming (via cable television) is scheduled for
delivery at a time concurrent with the scope and sequence
schedule established for the course.
42.
Classroom teachers have a choice to include or exclude their
students from ITV exposure.
43.
Teachers who utilize ITV programming have an opportunity for
comment and feedback
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Evaluation Phase
44.
Teachers who utilize ITV programming make an assessment of
the video medium (via CATV) as an instructional instrument.
45.
Students viewing ITV programming make an assessment of the
video medium (via CATV) as an instructional instrument.
46.
Pre-tests are administered prior to ITV exposure for proper
evaluation of final learnings (exit skills).
47.
Final student test results are diagnosed to determine the
instructional effectiveness of the ITV programming,
48.
The results of student tests are available to ITV teachers
for analysis and follow through.
49.
Common (content material) tests are administered to all
students receiving ITV instruction via CATV.
50.
Teachers who utilize ITV programming as a part of their
instructional efforts are surveyed to judge the instructional
effectiveness of the programming.
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